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ABSTRACT
At intermediate energies the Johnson-Soper adiabatic model
for deuteron breakup is inaccurate compared with more complete
three-body models (eg. CDCC),when applied to transfer reaction
calculations. Two separate possibilities for this failing are
investigated, with the intent of studying the most important
physical contributions to such calculations. (i) The assumed
degeneracy of the n-p centre of mass energy in all breakup
configurations results in a lack of phase averaging and, in
particular, an overestimation of the breakup component of the
entrance channel wave function near the nuclear surface, of most
importance to transfer reactions. This inadequacy of the breakup
wave function is studied quantitatively and shown not to be
significant for applications of the adiabatic theory to the (d.p)
reaction at 79 MeV incident deuteron energy. (U) Adiabatic
studies of large In stripping reactions have highlighted
amplitudes missing from theoretical calculations that are thought
to arise from large n-p relative energy configurations. Although
these breakup configurations are contained in such models as the
CDCC,these models are computationally expensive and have yet to
be applied to transfer reaction in anything but zero-range
approximation. As an alternative to the CDCCapproach we have
reformulated the quasi-adiabatic approximation of Amakawaet. al.
to include spin-orbit distortions and introduced a consistent
theoretical prescription for the mean breakup energy that is
dependent on the centre of mass separation. This approach will be
shown to reproduce qualitatively the main features of the CDCC
calculation.
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"Philosophy have I digested,
The whole of Law and Medicine,
From each its secrets I have wrested,
Theology, alas, thrown in.
Poor fool, with all this sweated lore,
I stand no wiser than before.
Master and Doctor are my titles;
For ten years now without repose,
I've held my erudite recitals
And led my pupils by the nose.
And round we go, on crooked ways or straight,
And well I know that ignorance is our fate,
And this I hate.
I have, I grant, outdistanced all the others,
Doctors, pedants, clergy and lay-brothers;
All plague of doubts and scruples I can quell,
And have no fear of devil or of hell,
And in return am destitute of pleasure,
Knowing that knowledge tricks us beyond measure,
That man's conversion is beyond my reach,
Knowing the emptiness of what I teach.
Meanwhile I live in penury,
No worldly honour falls to me.
No dog would linger on like this, "
Faust's opening speech (Goethe - translated by Wayne).
Or put another way;
Sometimes he thought to himself, "Why?"
and sometimes he thought, Wherefore?"
and sometimes he thought, "Insomuch as which"
- and sometimes he didn't quite know what he was thinking about.
Eeyore in A.A. Milne's "Winnie-The-Pooh".
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C HAP T E RON E
INTRODUCTION
I
The large, loose, easily broken-up structure of the deuteron
clearly dictates that three-body effects will have to be
included, to some degree, in any theory of deuteron stripping.
But it can be asked, to what degree are these effects important,
or put another way, exactly how much and in what way does
break-up of the deuteron, in the nuclear field, contribute to any
physical observable? This is the central question addressed by
the work contained in this thesis.
A first impression of the importance of the effect is seen by
comparing the results (Wa77) 1 of a realistic two-body (DWBA)and
a three-body (adiabatic approximation) calculation with the
experimental data (Ro75) for 12C (p,d)llC (/[=3/2-, 0.0 MeV) at
an incident proton energy of 65MeV(figure l.1). From this figure
it is clear that three-body effects are indeed large and must be
included, in one way or another, in any theoretical model if it
is to have any hope of describing the underlying physical
processes which take place. It is important to note at this point
that only breakup due to the strong nuclear force is being
considered, not breakup arising within the Coulomb field. This
would seem a reasonable approach at energies above the Coulomb
barrier (J070). Before discussing breakup itself in detail
attention will be focused on the more general aspects of direct
reactions.
Deuteron stripping represents the simplest nuclear reaction
involving composite particles. A solid understanding of the
1
In this work references are denoted by the first two letters of
the author's name and the year of publ i cati on, A compl ete list of
references is to be found at the end of this thesis.
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calculations with experimental data. The difference between
the two curves is the result of the inclusion of breakup
states in the adiabatic formalism (reproduced from Wa77).
1.1 comparison adiabaticof DWBA and
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mechanisms of these reactions is thus of great importance before
more complicated systems and scatterings are considered. Many
models and mathematical formalisms have been developed over the
years; from the simple plane wave approximations of Butler (Bu50)
to the full 3-body calculations of the present day (eg. Ka86). To
place the work contained within this thesis in the framework of
this developing structure, a brief historical overview and
introduction to direct nuclear reactions is given in the form of
a prologue and overview.
1.1 A PROLOGUE ON DIRECT REACTIONS
Deuteron stripping reactions belong to that class of nuclear
reactions known as direct reactions. The term direct is a
somewhat loosely defined term, but put succinctly we require the
interaction time between the projectile and target to be short.
By short, it is meant that the time of flight of the projectile
across the interaction zone should be somewhat less than the time
taken for a nucleon, in a bound state orbit to traverse the
nucleus. In these reactions the projectile makes a rapid
transition from a region of no interaction to one in which it
feels the strong nuclear force. Within this region the projectile
interacts with one, or just a few, of the target nucleons and the
residual particle quickly escapes to the detectors. This state of
affairs is sharply contrasted by compound reactions, where the
energy of the incoming projectile is shared amongst a large
number of the target nucleons.
With this simple picture in mind it is easy to see the
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importance of direct reactions in our quest for knowledge of
nuclear structure. As such processes are symbolized by a single
step, the reaction amplitude will depend on the overlap between
the initial and final states - without the added complications of
a compound intermediate step to grapple with. In a deuteron
stripping reaction, such as the one studied in this work, we
clearly see to what degree the residual target nucleus resembles
the target in its ground state plus a neutron moving in a single
particle orbit. Having said this, the situation is not quite as
unambiguous as it might appear. Clearly, often the reaction is
not of a single step type localized within a sharp nuclear
surface region. Nuclei are often highly optically transparent to
low energy nucleons and deuterons, and excitations of the
projectile in the interaction zone are known to be common. In
fact, it is precisely the effect of these excitations on any
observables that the work presented here is concerned with.
1.2 A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEWOF MODELS
Deuterons have had a long history and pedigree as tools for
un-earthing the complexities of nuclear structure: Oppenheimer
and Phillips (Op3S) considered the (d.p) reaction at very low
energies and Serber (Se4 7) proposed the mechanism of stripping
for 200MeVdeuterons in 1947.
Several experimentalists noted in the 1950's that the
products of low energy deuteron reactions had angular
distributions that involved high order Legendre polynomials.
Butler (BuSO) proposed that the transition amplitude of such
reactions may be calculated from the integral of the interaction
sandwiched between ingoing and outgoing plane waves. Such
theories gave very little nuclear structure information. As the
the integration was restricted by a dramatic cut-off radius
(adjusted to fit the peak of the cross-section) somewhere within
the nuclear interior a black disk with a sharp edge had been
created; such a sharp disk is bound to cause reflections in the
quantum mechanical waves which are used to represent the incoming
and outgoing particles. To account for such effects, Horowitz and
Messiah (Ho53) introduced the Distorted Wave Born Approximation
(DWBA),and for many years this formalism was the backbone of
deuteron stripping calculations.
The DWBAis highly dependent on the form of the potentials
used to construct the incoming distorted wave. It is usual for
the potentials to be calculated so as to reproduce elastic
scattering data. The potentials so generated are not unique and
it is not clear to what degree it is correct to use elastic data
- which determine the wave function only outside the interaction
region - to model the situation deep within the target, where
excitations may be occurring.
Johnson and Soper removed the need to use an optical
potential to model the incoming deuteron in their Adiabatic
Approximation (AD) (J070). Here, the n-p pair's relative energy
is set equal to the deuteron binding energy which results in an
elegant and mathematically convenient model.
More recently several groups (eg Ka86) have developed full
3-body calculations to model deuteron stripping reactions, where
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the n-p system is treated in an almost exact way. The
calculations are computationally extremely lengthy, making
systematic studies of reactions difficult. It is not clear, yet,
to what degree the results from such calculations throw new light
on which physical processes are actually happening, and which of
these processes are the most important.
It is against this long background of work that the present
investigation is set. The work presented here considers possible
extensions to the Adiabatic model with the aim of discovering
which are the most important processes in such calculations.
1.3 INTRODUCTIONTO STRIPPING ANDTHE 116Sn(d,p)117Sn
REACTION
The deuteron being a large, floppy, loosely bound particle,
can easily initiate a direct reaction such as (d.p) stripping.
The energy spectrum of these reactions can be used to
yield information on the neutron separation energies in the
residual nucleus, as well as the spin and parity of excited
states of the nucleus. It is however precisely this loosely
bound nature which creates a major problem in any theoretical
treatment of these reactions, since it implies that any accurate
treatment of deuteron induced reactions must be of a three-body
nature. The three-body wave function has incident deuterons as
a boundary condition, but also outgoing wave components
corresponding to the broken up neutron-proton system. Such
breakup is readily observed experimentally (Ma67).
1 !lntJw.ducUon
The present work is motivated by the failure of adiabatic
calculations to reproduce, in detail, the experimental data
116 )117 n +
(St86) for Sn(d,p Sn at 79 MeV for the I = 4 (j =7/2 , 0.71
n
MeV) transfer. As the I = 0 case is well fitted by the adiabatic
n
approach (cu87), it was hoped that only a small modification to
the adiabatic wave functions might shed light on this anomaly.
Comparison of adiabatic wave functions for the deuteron centre of
mass motion and those of coupled-channels calculations indicates
large differences in structure at large target-projectile
separations. With this in mind this region of space was tackled
first. Corrections in the wave function in the nuclear interior
are discussed later, by the use of quasi-adiabatic calculations.
The plan of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter two the
general theory and theoretical models relevant to direct
reactions and stripping in particular, including derivation of
the quasi-adiabatic formalism and discussion of the adiabatic
CDCCmodels is given. The semi-classical analysis of Johnson et.
al. (Jo89) of the reaction under study is reviewed in Chapter
three. This leads to the conclusion that there is an amplitude
missing from current calculations and that this amplitude
possibly emanates from high momentum components in the breakup
continuum. Chapter four examines the non-zero magnitude of the
breakup contribution to the adiabatic wave function at infinity,
and concludes that this aspect of adiabatic, and hence
quasi-adiabatic calculations presents no problems. The breakup
continuum is studied then via the quasi-adiabatic approximation
in Chapter five. A brief summary, conclusion and outlook are
presented in Chapter six.
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CHAPTER TWO
GENERAL THEORY AND THEORETICAL MODELS
In this chapter, those parts of the formal theory of
scattering applicable to deuteron stripping are developed to give
expressions for the observable quantities of the reaction.
2.1 FORMAL THEORY
The general form of the reaction under study can be
represented as:
A(d,p)B (2. 1 )
or
A+d---~B+p (2.2)
Here, A and B are the initial (target) and final (residual)
nuclei, and p and d represent the proton and deuteron
respectively. The apparent simplicity of this symbolism hides the
wealth of possibilities that can occur during the transition
between the two states.
The co-ordinate system used throughout this work is displayed
in figure 2.1.
The total Hamiltonian can be written in two ways:
1{ = 1{ + 1{ + 'J + V + V + V
A np A n p c
and,
1{ = 1{ + 'J + V + V + VB B np p c
(2.3)
(2.4)
UA, Us and Unp are the internal Hamiltonians of the nuclei A and
B, and the deuteron respectively. The operators 'J and 'J
A B
represent the entrance and exit channel kinetic energies,
2 r;eneruu. 'J kec/IAI
2.1
2.2
d
Figure 2.1 The co-ordinate system used in this work.
Figure 2.2
The neutron
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g round state
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two contributionsThe to
the
process.
of thetransferredis from
deuteron in the elastic channel, and
in the breakup channel.
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respectively. The nuclear part of the interaction of the proton
and the neutron with the target is given by V and V , with V
p n np
describing the interaction between the n-p pair themselves. The
Coulomb interaction V
c
depends on the co-ordinate of the proton.
By considering the binding energies in each channel the first
piece of information, namely the Q-value of the reaction, can be
gleaned. Asymptotically the situation in the entrance and exit
channels can be described by the equations satisfied by the wave
functions in the two channels, viz:
[ lfA + If + 'J J 'II = [ E - B - B J 'IInp A I 1 A d I
and
[ lfB + 'J J 'II = [ E B J 'IIB F 2 B F
with
fl.2k2
E
; (; 1,2)= =
21l .,
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2. 7)
B , B ,B are the binding energies of A, Band d respectively.A B d
k and k are the wavenumbers of the incoming deuteron and the1 2
outgoing proton, with reduced masses III and 1l
2
, respectively.
The Q-value is given by:
Q = E
2 E = B1 n Bd (2.8)
Where Bn is the separation energy of the neutron from the
residual nucleus.
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Asymptotically the entrance channel wave function '" is
I
simply the product of an incoming wave, the internal wave
function of the deuteron ~ and the internal nuclear wave function
of the target S, ie,
CT
~ d(r)
5 -
d
(2.9)
where a is the angular momentum ,with projection a, of the target
with internal co-ordinates ~.
The full many body wave function of the system satisfies the
usual Schr-odi.ngar equation:
(2.10)
where ~, p and n stand for all the co-ordinates of the target,
the proton and the neutron respectively.
The solution to this equation, for an outgoing proton in
direction kp with spin CTp and leaving the residual nucleus in
angular momentum state b with projection (3, has the form
",+
112
<b (3 CT k ITI k >r ~ 00 2n:h2
s aa s CT
p P P d d dp
Lk r
p p CT
:::b(3(~,r )e ~ pr (2. 11 )5 B n
p p
Where S is the wave function of the residual nucleus and ~
B
represents the spin wave function of the proton.(""ct..a~\ l'f;.?..~~).
The solution for T (the transition matrix) of this equation
is equivalent to solving for ",+ exactly (the + indicating that
the problem is to be solved with outgoing wave boundary
conditions). The various approximations to be studied in the
forthcoming sections all have as their aim an estimate of T, as
this quantity determines all the observables of the reaction.
Much of the complexity of eq. (2.11) is removed by any of the
practically solvable models which are used in the description of
deuteron stripping, and it is to these simpler models attention
is now focused. For ease of notation, the spin subscripts on the
wave functions will be omitted unless it is thought essential to
emphasize their presence.
2.2 THE DISTORTEDWAVEBORNAPPROXIMATION
As many of the concepts, formalisms and ideas presented in
this section are relevant to, and indeed, form the basis of the
other more complex models presented, it is worth discussing the
DWBAin some detail.
The transition matrix elements for a neutron being stripped
by the target as the deuteron passes over the interaction zone
may be expressed as
(2.12)
where
V = V + V
B p np (2.13 )
and the precise form of the interaction V , which generates the
p
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wave II! in the outgoing proton channel has yet to be evaluated.
F
Several problems exist in the evaluation of eq. (2.12) - it
is six-dimensional, includes excitation of the target and assumes
all the nucleons in the configuration to be distinguishable.
2.2.1 EVALUATIONOF THE T-MATRIX
The expression (2. 12) for the T-matrix may be simplified and
reduced to a conveniently soluble form. Each of the
simplifications represents a truncation of the theoretical space
in which the analysis is performed. Although in some sense each
of these truncations are "missing" some of the physics involved,
they provide not only a workable space in which to solve the
problem, but also, highlight the most important physical
processes occurring. It is then that the missing parts may be, if
thought necessary, tackled piece-meal as the theoretical model
space is expanded back towards the formal expression for the
T-matrix.
The expression, eq. (2.12), may be split into two parts,
(2.14)
Ignoring the first term in (2. 14 ) effectively removes the problem
of dealing with the many-body potential V . Clearly a suitably
p
chosen V can cancel in the subtraction a large part V , but V
p p p
being a two-body interaction can never totally cancel the
coupling to excited channels which V can induce.
p
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The theoretical model for the reaction being used here is one
in which the neutron is simply stripped from the incident
deuteron. This picture provides an escape from the problem of
indistinguishability of the nucleons in eq. (2.14). It can be
shown (Go64) that antisymmetrizing in the neutron and proton
co-ordinates leads to an expression linking the exchange
transition matrix T and the T-matrix of eq. (2.14), to theex
symmetrized matrix T
sy
TSY = (N + 1)1/2 [ T - zTex ] (2.15 )
Here T includes effects due to the exchange of the protons inex
the final state with the Z protons in the residual nucleus. The
knock-out which this describes is clearly outside the model of
simple stripping described earlier, and hence the second term in
eq. (2. 15) will be ignored.
At present T still contains the possibility of excitation of
the target. Ignoring this possibility reduces the w+ of eq.
(2.10) to,
s (s.) w+ (n,p)
A k er-d d
(2.16 )
The integration over the internal co-ordiriatesv g, in eq. (2.14)
may then be carried out to give the form factor F,
F(r ) = I :::*(s.,r ) s (s.) ds.+n B -n A (2.17)
and hence T becomes
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T = < I{I- (k ,r ) F (r ) I v I I{I+ (n,p) >
d P FO"P -p -p -n np '!5..
d
0"d
( 2 . 18)
F can be expanded in states of definite angular momentum,
F (!:n) = l~[JAMAjmI
jm
(2. 19 )
where J , J ,M ,M are the spins and projections (the exand (3 of
A B A B
eq. (2.11» of nuclei A and B, respectively. The functions
gAB(r ) may be further expanded in terms of the single particle
jm -n
shell model states I{I ., and assuming only one term in the
n1 j rn
expansion contributes, then gAB(r) can be represented as a
j m -n
single particle wave function fitted to the separation energy. It
is usual to replace g~B(r ) by a single particle state multiplied
Jm -n
by a simple numerical factor S (the spectroscopic factor), ie,
1/2
) I{I . (r )n1 Jm -n (2.20 )
It is at this stage that the DWBAseparates away from the
more complex adiabatic and quasi -adiabatic formulations to be
described later. Asymptotically I{I+ consists of waves describing
both elastic scattering and corresponding to all broken up n-p
pairs that do not involve target excitation. The DWBAregards
stripping as a transition between two, two-body, states. This
approach means that I{I+ is replaced by the product of a deuteron
internal wave function and a centre of mass wave function
generated by the deuteron optical model potential, which
describes the elastic scattering of deuterons at this energy.
This replacement leads to the DWBAexpression for the T-matrix,
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TOWBA=<II1- (k .r )F(r) Iv I 111(k ,R)~ (r)
dp F -p -p -n np d -d - d-
(2.21 )
The more precise formalisms, described later, can be seen as more
complex variations on this basic DWBAT-matrix.
2.3 THE QUASI-ADIABATICANDADIABATICAPPROXIMATIONS
For many years the DWBAprovided the standard stripping
theory at intermediate energies. This method, despite its
simplicity, provides a reasonably successful method for
describing (d,p) and (p.d) cross-section and polarization data.
Johnson and Soper (Jo70) attempted to include to some degree the
three-body effects associated with deuteron breakup channels,
missing in conventional DWBA, within their
~. In this method, the deuteron-target system is
treated as a three-body structure, but with the relative energy
of the n-p pair degenerate with the deuteron binding energy.
Amakawa et. al. (Am84) extended this concept to include positive
relative energies in their quao,L-a.di..a&a:tLc ~. Several
truncated coupled channel calculations have been constructed
which introduce discretized representations of the deuteron
breakup continuum (eg. CDCC) (eg. Ka86). These state of the art
eDec calculations are by no means either easy or quick to
implement, and it is to the quasi-adiabatic method that one must
turn in order to obtain a general survey of stripping. CDee does
however provide a bench-mark test against which to check any
simplified model.
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To save repetition, only the quasi-adiabatic method will be
formally derived in detail. The adiabatic approximation is then
obtained as a simplification of this more general case. Unlike
the work of Amakawaet. al. the quasi-adiabatic approximation will
be formulated allowing for spin-orbit forces in the incident
deuteron channel - an inclusion which is vital for the treatment
of medium energy reactions (CuB7).
2.3.1 FORMAL THEORY OF BREAKUP.
As described earlier, the transition matrix T
dp
for a
stripping reaction, when the explicit coupling between nuclear
states in both the incident and outgoing channels is neglected,
has the form
T = < 111-F IV I 111+>
dp F np
(2.22 )
where V is the neutron-proton interaction, F is the form factor
np
associated with the initial and final nuclear states and 111-is a
F
proton distorted wave. 111+ is the projection onto the ground
state of the target nucleus, of the many body wave function
corresponding to a deuteron in the incident channel. It therefore
contains outgoing elastically scattered deuterons and
contributions to all possible stripping reactions not involving
target excitation, but also, parts corresponding to broken-up
deuterons. In the DWBA,this function is replaced by the product
of a distorted wave representing the elastic scattering of
deuterons with the free deuteron internal wave function. It has
often been asked (eg. Ph6B) to what degree it is valid to
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replace the wave function within the area of the interaction
by one which represents the situation at infinity. While of
course such a wave function will lead to a correct estimation of
the elastic scattering, its form, when extrapolated back to
within the interaction zone, may not in general bear any
resemblance to the correct physical situation. This problem
does not arise in the quasi-adiabatic approximation which does
not represent the deuteron channel- at any time - by a wave
function derived from deuteron elastic scattering. Indeed it is
the geometry of the new ~ ~ used to generate the
deuteron centre of mass wave function which is the key to how
the adiabatic, or quasi -adiabatic, theory can represent
three-body effects within an essentially DWBA-like matrix
element.
The equation satisfied by 11'+ (dropping the + for
typographical convenience) may be written
[
~ R + H + V(R,r) - E] IJI (R,r) = 0np kdU
d
(2.23)
with
H = ~ + Vnp r np (2.24)
and
E = E
d
B
d
(2.25)
where E is the C.M. energy of the incident deuteron.
d
The effective interaction V has been studied by several
authors (eg. Wa76). We shall follow Johnson and Soper (Jo70) and
initially assume the interaction to take the form
2 ~eneaat. ~heollAj Paqe 20
v = V (R-r/2) + v (R+r/2) + v (R)n p c (2.26 )
where V and V are optical potentials taken at one half of the
n p
energy of the incident deuteron. V is the Coulomb field due to
c
the target nucleus, evaluated at the center of mass of the
deuteron. Iseri (Is86) and others (ego Jo 70) have discussed, at
length, the assumptions in eq. (2.26) and the validity of
evaluating the optical potentials at one half the incident
energy. One obvious error in eq. (2.26) is the lack of terms from
Pauli induced breakup. Such effects arise due to certain nucleon
momenta in the projectile wave function overlapping and being
blocked by momenta already occupied in the target. Kosugi and
Kosugi (K084) tried to directly include Pauli terms into the
adiabatic model, by assuming all the breakup states - whether
from Pauli or strong breakup - to be degenerate with the deuteron
ground -state energy. Tostevin and Johnson (To 8 6) showed this to
be an inappropriate step, as the range of possible relative
breakup energies lie at a higher energy in the case of Pauli
effects than the deuteron ground-state energy. Tostevin and
Johnson went on to show that Pauli effects could be included if
such corrections were applied to the wave function before the
adiabatic model was introduced. Their calculations showed only a
small improvement in fitting experimental data when compared to
standard adiabatic calculations.
Two more comments are worth making at this point:
(1) We shall ignore possible non-locality of the optical
potentials. If the range of non-locality of the potential is
small compared to the range of V the method is not changed by
np
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including this non-locality.
(ii) Breakup is assumed to take place within the nuclear field.
No contribution to breakup in the much longer range V is
c
considered. This is probably justifiable (Jo70) as the reaction
under investigation is well above the Coulomb barrier.
~k can be represented asdO"d
+ \ Jdk t/> + (r ,0" ,0" )
~I M' p n
d d
x (R)
M'o"d d
(2.27)
where
0" 0"
1f ~ d= -c ~ d
np d
(2.28)
and
(2.29 )
with
(2.30)
+~ is the deuteron ground state and the t/> are a complete set of
n-p scattering states. flnp is the reduced mass of the n-p pair.
By considering approximate forms for Vnp we can obtain
several useful simplifications to the more general case. If we
consider Vnp to be a force of zero range in the transfer
calculation, then we note that 1~(r=O)1=0 for all but relative S
states. This gives us the possibility of S-wave triplet and
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singlet states in the breakup states. If the deuteron is incident
in an 3S state then a matrix element of the form <lSI Vn+VpI3S> is
required to couple the deuteron to a 's state. Now, 3S is
symmetric in both space and spin with respect to interchange of
labels, 's is symmetric in space but antisymmetric in spin.
Therefore V must be anti -symmetric under interchange of
neutron/proton space and spin co-ordinates. It can be shown
(J070) that this is only possible if the spin-orbit contributions
to V are different for nand p. If this is not so, then only
breakup into relatrve 3S states can contribute to the transfer
reaction. Harvey and Johnson (H a 74) discussed the possi bili ty of
singlet breakup and found only small corrections to the theory
which neglects singlet breakup. All calculations we shall carry
out are within the zero-range approximation, but for the moment
we return to the more general case to continue the derivation of
the adiabatic formalism.
For eq. (2.27), the boundary conditions to be satisfied by
the various components (ignoring Coulomb corrections) are
ik.R [elastic zk R
(5 ed+ _ed~.~ ~'~
d d d d R
(2.31 )
and
X(R)
k~'~d d
R -+ co
[(R,k) ei~(k)R
~'~ R
d d
(2.32)
with
2 2
~(k) = 211- (E-e )/h
1 k (2.33)
~ may be separated into its elastic and breakup components by the
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introduction of the two projectors
1> = I I~ ><~ I
0" 0" 0"
d d d
and Q = 1 - I I ~ ><~ I
0" 0" 0"
d d d
(2.34)
These are connected through,
(2.35 )
It is this QIJ1 part which is ignored by stripping theories which
do not include the possibility of breakup.
Applying these projectors eq. (2.23) now becomes
(2.36)
If it is now assumed that the elastic channel may be fully
described in terms of an optical potential V by the equation
opt
[E - 'fiR - 1f - V ] 1>1J!(R,r) = 0np opt (2.37)
Then eq. (2.36) can be re-arranged into the form
[V - V ];pIJ!opt (2.38)
This equation is transformed into quasi-adiabatic form by
assuming 1f may be replaced by some more convenient form that
np
does not depend on the relative co-ordinate. The exact details of
this replacement are, to some degree, arbitrary. But it is hoped
that the prescription used should mimic, in some way, the breakup
continuum of eq. (2.27). Several prescriptions have been tried in
this work and the formulation and merit of each of these will be
discussed later in Chapter five. At this point it is convenient
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to merely label this replacement as c. So, the quasi-adiabatic
description of the incident channel becomes,
':J - eR
(2.39)
To solve the inhomogeneous eq. (2.39) it is worth noting that the
conventional Johnson-Soper adiabatic approximation (where the
breakup continuum is represented by the degenerate ground-state
of the deuteron, and hence a very simple prescription for the
coincidence wave function needed for (d,p) is generated) is known
to give good agreement to the elastic component of the more
precise coupled-channel calculations. '.Nt may therefore be
el ADreplaced by an elastic adiabatic component t/J • Giving,
':J - e
R - v] (2.40)
To be consistent it is convenient to replace QII' by the symbol
bU,I.QAD• So b.,. eq. (2.40) ecomes
':J - e
R - v] = [v - V ]elt/JADopt k CT
d d
(2.41)
The quasi-adiabatic approximation, as expressed above, may easily
be reduced to the adiabatic approximation by substituting the
binding energy of the deuteron (-B) for the mean energy c.
d
Giving,
= [v - V ]elt/JAD
opt k CT
d d
(2.42)
Where bUt/JAD represents the adiabatic breakup contribution. It is
hoped more realistic choices of c, than Bd' will lend to a
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• bu AD d bu QAD . h Isuitable diff'erence between I/l an I/l sue that the rea
physical situation will be more closely mirrored.
From eq. (2.41) it is clear that if V has the form of eq.
(2.26) then r is only a parameter of the equation. This enables
eq. (2.41) to be solved independently for each value of r. This
leads to the pleasing visual picture of the quasi -adiabatic
approximation of. ~ the inteItn.ai. mcdion. of. the n-p pcu»: at
a contLruuun eneruw e and paoLUan It, ~ the paJJt tIvuu..uJ.h the
lrIteII,a,cUan. ~, ~ the W(We fun,cUon., then ~
the ~ f,a!t another: oaiue of. It. This work goes one step
further than other authors (e. g. Am84) in that e is allowed in
some of the calculations presented to be a function of the c.m.
co-ordinate R.
2.3.2 QUASI-ADIABATICPARTIALWAVEEXPANSION.
Unlike other authors (e. g. Am84) the model-space used here
assumes the presence of spin-orbit forces in the incident
channel, but, unlike some adiabatic calculations (e. g. St86),
does not include the D-state part of the ground state wave
function of the deuteron. Although it is well known that the
D-state can play an important role in stripping (St86) it is felt
that a survey of quasi-adiabatic breakup from the S-state, with
spin-orbit distortions in both channels, will form an informative
first step.
In order to solve eq. (2.41) for bUI/lQAD the elastic adiabatic
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wave function must first be obtained. In the presence of
spin-orbit forces, but ignoring the D-state this will be the
solution of ,
(2.43)
-C -s
where U and U are the angle averaged central and spin dependent
parts of the interaction, respectively. This equation together
with UC and US is derived in appendix A.
ADI/J has the form
(2.44)
The partial wave expansion of XADis
AD(R )Xo-'o- ,r
d d
= .-.!.!!_ \ .... (L111o-IJM) Y 11*(~ ) {.L
kR L. d L d
LJMI1
(LI11o-'IJM) xAD(R,r)
d J L
(2.45)
Where the radial functions x:~satisfy (with Vc absorbed into Uc)
{ g_:_ + k
2_[L(L+l>]_ .fl!.l[UC+ US<JLILoSIJL>]}xAD(R,r)=o (2.46)
dR2 R2 h 2 JL
where IJ. is the reduced mass of the deuteron-target system.
1
Asymptotically the XADhave the form
JL
iir
e L { F (kR) + TAD(r)H+(kR) }
L J L L
(2.47)
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· +
where ". is the appropriate Coulomb phase and H is the Hankel
L
function satisfying
H+(kR) = G (kR) + iF (kR)L L L (2.48)
The quasi-adiabatic prescription eq. (2.41) requires only the
elastic piece of XAD • This can be obtained by use of S-stateJL
operators l' and Q analogous to the l' and Q of eq. (2.34). So,
o 0
= l' I AD~>o X (2.49 )
The optical potential required by eq. (2.41) can then be easily
calculated from,
iC{ d2 k2_[ L(~:l)l} ·'<~(R)-+211- dR21
VOPt(R)= (2.50)JL
e 1 AD (R)XJL
Eq. (2.41) can be expanded in a similar way to (2.43) (see
appendix A) and together with (2.47) and (2.48) gives -
(2.51 )
With S = 1, <JL IL.S I JL> = L for J=L+l
-1 for J=L
-(L+1) for J=L-1
The crux of a quasi -adiabatic calculation is the solution of
eq. (2.51) and the sUbstitution of XQAD into the right hand side
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of the expression for the three body transition amplitude eq.
(2.18). We may define the three, zero-range, quasi-adiabatic
radial integrals (to be discussed in more detail in Chapter
three) that describe the situation in the elastic (el), breakup
(bu) and total [el+bu] (t) channels, as,
(2.52)
(2.53 )
and
(2.54)
Where F' is the radial part of F and has absorbed the zero-range
normalization constant and the appropriate spectroscopic factor.
As the elastic channel is described by an identical wave function
in both the adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic approximations the
following equality is obvious,
(2.55 )
and no distinction will be made in the text between the two.
It is the .o.pUt deperuience of the radial integrals of eq's
(2.52), (2.53) and (2.54), taq,clJuvt U9U:h the choice ol E:, that is
responsible for any new physics in the work presented here over
that of Amakawa et. al. (Am84). It is important to remember that
buR d e'Ran . correspond to the two situations shown in figure 2.2.
Here the deuteron is shown in one case being stripped of its
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neutron while in the elastic channel, in the other case, the
neutron is transferred from the breakup channel. So, the elastic
channel is only "elastic" in that the neutron is transferred from
this channel. The breakup and re-forming can take many paths,
until the proton is ejected from the interaction zone. Some
authors (for example: Iseri, Yahiro et. al. (IS86») have
categorized the breakup for (d.np) and (3He,dp) into two distinct
processes. These are (i) breakup between the ground-state and
individual continuum states and (U) transitions between
continuum states themselves. In this work no such distinction is,
or can be, made.
2.4. THE COUPLEDDISCRETIZEDCONTINUUMCHANNELMETHOD.
The CDCC method will only be briefly introduced here, as a
complete derivation and discussion of the method can be found
elsewhere (Is86).
One possible shortcoming of the quasi-adiabatic approximation
is that the theory itself does not automatically provide a
unique, nor obvious, prescription for the mean breakup energy c.
This problem does not occur with the coupled discretized
continuum channel (GDGC)method, pioneered by Rawitscher (Ra74),
where the second term of the right hand side of eq. (2.27) is
solved for all k. In eq. (2.27) the breakup channel as defined by
the second term on the right hand side, runs over continuous k.
This makes the coupled channel formalism unfeasible. The CDCC
method is introduced by limiting the maximum value of k to k
max
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and discretising the momentum into bins with a common width Ak.
Thus the integration in eq. (2.27) is replaced by a summation
over the k bins to give the eDee wave function ",CDCC • The
justification of this approach has been studied (eg. Ya86) and
clear convergence of the elastic T-matrix is found for
computationally workable values of Ak and kmax
Such eDee calculations - as carried out by, amongst others,
the Kyushu group (Ka86) - provide a test against which the
various possible prescriptions for the quasi -adiabatic mean
energy may be assessed, and provides a good base-line for the
analysis of any possible failings in the adiabatic and
quasi -adiabatic models. This is not to say that the eDee method
necessarily provides the best, or most complete, model for
studying transfer reactions. As has been mentioned earlier, and
will be returned to later, the eDee is both computationally
expensive and has yet to be applied to transfer reactions in
anything but zero range approximation.
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C HAP T E R T H R E E
SEMI-CLASSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Semi-classical methods are normally associated with heavy-ion
physics. In this chapter we shall demonstrate that these ideas
can be extended to investigate the nature of any amplitudes
missing from current theoretical models of deuteron stripping
reactions. Having gained knowledge of the missing amplitudes, the
model space of the calculations should be expanded to included
any new process indicated to be of importance. This analysis is
crucial to the subseqent disscusion of breakup effects in that it
provides the pointer for the direction which more complex
calculations should move in. It will also allow the extent to
which these new calculations reproduce the required amplitudes to
be studied. The analysis has been carried out in full by Johnson
et. al. in an Indiana/Surrey collaboration (Jo89) and the
material presented in this chapter takes the form of a review of
their work.
The large systematic study of 116Sn(d,p)117Sn, and the time
reversed pickup reaction 117Sn(d,p)116Sn, carried out by
Stephenson et. al. at the Indiana cyclotron (Cu87. St87) included
measurements not only of differential cross section data for
transfers of several different values of neutron angular momentum
1, but also measured polarization observables over a wide
n
angular range. Armed with this collection of data it is possible
to study individual processes within a calculation and match
these to the relevant experimentally measured observable, such as
the stripping from one particular spin orientation of the
incident deuteron.
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An examination of the differential cross section data for the
reaction, as a function of 1 , (figure 3.1) shows that most of
n
the interference pattern present in the In=2 data quickly dies
from the cross section distribution as 1
n
increases. Such
oscillations arise from the interference of flux passing around
the near and far sides of the target nucleus. This is borrs out by
the adiabatic study also displayed in figure 3.1, where the cross
sections are decomposed into their near- and far-side
contributions by the method of Fuller (Fu 73). In all the high I
n
transitions the far-side is dominant at all but the lowest
angles, and so oscillations due to this interference are not
evident. If the ratio of the near- and far-side cross section is
plotted for an angle of 40 degrees (figure 3.2), it is clear that
the near-side contribution remains stationary with increasing I ,
n
while the far-side climbs almost exponentially.
3.1 ANALYSISOF CALCULATEDOBSERVABLES.
The near/far side decomposition of Fuller (Fu73) visualizes
the projectile as travelling by one of the two trajectories shown
in figure 3.3. Clearly this is not the precise physical
situation, and what is more, as far as the detector is concerned
the two paths are indistinguishable. This is where a
semi-classical analysis of the situation becomes an extremely
useful tool. As will be shown, the details of the reaction are
such that the experimental measurements can indeed be separated
out so as to allow the contributions from near- or far-side to be
:J>aq,e 34
Figure 3.1
to the fou r
10'
an adiabatic calculation (full curve), together with the far
side (dashed) and near side (dotted) amplitudes (reprOduced
from Jo89).
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section calculated at a center of mass angle of 40 degrees
and with a spectroscopic factor of 1, for the tranSition
shown in figure 3.1 (reproduced from JOB9).
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studied separately. This decomposition is, of course, not exact
and works best for large partial waves at angles away from the
beam direction.
The Legendre function appearing in the partial wave sum for
the reaction amplitude may be separated into a near (-) and far
(+) (away from the detector) side piece,
P (case) = p+ (case) + P- (case)1m 1m 1m (3. 1)
where
+P- (case)1m = 1 [p (case)2 1m + 2i Q (case)]1l 1m (3.2)
and the Q's are the irregular associated Legendre functions.
In the absence of spin, for any value of I the unpolarized
n
differential cross section is an incoherent sum of partial cross
sections for each project iorr X ,of I . The transfer amplitude
n n
corresponding to each partial cross section, BI" (k ,k ) , cann",n-p -d
be separated as
B = B+ + B-
In;\n In;\n In;\n (3.3)
+
The BlnAn's can be expressed in the limit of zero-range, in terms
of the radial integrals
(3.4)
where II1lpand lldare the proton and deuteron radial distorted wave
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functions and F is the neutron form factor (containing any
normalization). A is the target mass number. The amplitudes
become, in the limit of large lp and Id,
± * - 2..... 1/2 ± RBl =Yl", (1£/2,+1£/2)(2lp+1) Y 1 (9,0) 1 1 (1 +"' )nAn nl\n • pO P n p_l\n
lp
(3.5)
where
(3.6)
for large lp .
From eq. (3.5) it is clear that for a given value of An the
far (+) side trajectories with radial integrals with
Id - lp = + An (3.7)
dominate, wher{is for the near-side amplitude, we have
Id - lp = - An (3.8)
Classically this is equivalent to the situation shown in figure
3.41, with deuteron, proton and neutron orbits coplanar and
orbiting the nucleus in the same sense for the far-side transfers
but with the direction of rotation in the opposite sense for the
near-side transfers.
1
The axis
direction
y-axis).
of projection of
normal to the
ln has been chosen to
scattering plane (the
lie along the
Madi son (Ba 71)
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As
(3.9)
B's corresponding to different values of An cannot interfere. So
any interference structure in the differential cross section must
arise from the interference between the near and far sides of an
individual value of An . A plot of 1BlnAn12 (In=4) for a standard
adiabatic calculation (figure 3.5) shows that only contributions
from An=±ln have significant magnitude. This is because the
transfer, being well matched, favours partial waves which match
with the surface of the target, ie,
Id - kd r and (3.10 )
where r is a point in the surface of the target. So, from eq.
(3.10) the larger radial integrals will be those that satisfy
Id - lp ~ (ke - ks) r (3.11 )
In the case under study, where kd~3fm-1. this means since
kd~21/2kp that
Id - Ip ~ 4 (3.12 )
and the dominant radial integrals will be Rlpln(lp+ln)
3.1.1 FAR SIDE DOMINANCE
The two dominant terms have been seen to be B =B+
Inln Inln
(far-side) and B =B-In-In In-In (near-side). As these contain
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10'
Figure 3.5 Angular distributions of the cross section
components lel2. The amplitudes were taken from a zero-range
distorted wave calculation without deuteron and proton
spin-orbit coupling (reproduced from Jo 89).
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different values of An they do not interfere and the jn= 7/2+
cross section shows little in the way of an interference pattern.
As figure 3.2, shows it is the far-side which dominates.
For eq. (3.5) to give a large value to BlnAn the product of
the angular function y± and the radial integral R must have a
stationary phase point as a function of lp - otherwise values
corresponding to different values of lp would largely cancel in
+
the summation over lp. Figure 3.6 shows Y-I ,as defined by eq.pO
(3.6), plotted for l e=I to 30. For the + case the phase increases
with Ie, for the - case the phase decreases. So, for B to be
large R must have a corresponding decrease (increase) in phase
for the far (near) side case. A plot (figure 3.7) of those R
(In=4) with ld-lp=4 for an adiabatic calculation shows the phase
decreasing with lp, so clearly the situation is one of far-side
dominance.
From the above it is clear that the gross features of the
116Sn(d )117Sn reaction,p g7/2
terms of calculated radial
data are readily understood in
integrals and a near/far side
decompositions of the cross sections.
3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
As discussed earlier, none of the theoretical models
currently used reproduce the experimental 116Sn(d,p)117Sn (7/2+)
data: be it cross sections or polarization observables. Whether
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these discrepancies arise from inaccuracies in, for example,
optical model parameters or whether this failure represents the
omission of a definite physical process is unknown. To get some
idea of the characteristics of any missing theoretical amplitude
attention is turned to the experimental data themselves.
Figure 3.B shows that there is an interference pattern, near
20 degrees, in the irrtegrated'' cross section for the 7/2+
transfer. This is not reproduced by either a eDee (no spin-orbit
forces in the deuteron channel) or by an adiabatic calculation
(spin-orbit forces in both channels). As has been demonstrated
the calculations see this transition as far-side dominated and
that the most plausible reason for the presence of such a
pattern is from the existence of a near-side amplitude of
comparable magnitude.
As was said earlier the exact meaning of near and far is not
immediately obvious with respect to the experimental data. Nor is
it at the U9(W€ ~ too.ee of a calculation. The concept only
takes on some form of validity at the level of eq. (3. S). By
modelling the calculation at the radial integral level the near-
and far-side contributions can be adjusted separately until the
experimental measurements are fitted. The general shape and phase
advance of the dominant ld-lp=4 radial integrals, shown in figure
3.7, may be modelled (figures 3.9 and 3.10) very simply with the
function
2 Azimuthal integration makes near-
and
and far-side
the oscillations
contributions
in the datamore nearly exponential (MeSS),
at small angles more pronouced.
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R R 2 [ lp - Lp )lpln(lp+ln) = 0 sech 2 A (3.13 )
The parameters used were: R =1.90+1.96i, Lp=14.2-1.27i, ando
A=1.16.The agreement is seen to be good for all the important
The scattering amplitudes arising Cram eq. <a . .ta} can be
deduced using t.he relat.ions apprapl~iate rOI~ a simple pole of
order n. viz
B = B+ =InIn lnln an - 1 exp {i(£P+1/2)a} exp {-il2a}(s ins )1/2 (3.14 )
(3.15 )
ie, a far-side amplitude, with r>O.
For a purely near-side amplitude (r<O),
B = B+ = 0InIn lnln (3.16 )
B = B-lnln lnln = e n- 1 eXP{-i(lp+1/2)a} exp{- ~il Ia} .(sina)1/2 (3.17)
Spin-orbit effects will be large in any realistic
calculation, and hence any amplitudes studied will be highly
spin-dependent. The differential cross section of the reaction
can be divided into incoherent pieces, corresponding to the three
possible projections of the incident deuteron, to give
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I <0- ,j m I Til> I 2
P n n dp
(3.18 )
0- m
p n
I <0- ,j m I T I 0> I 2
P n n dp (3. 19 )
o-m
p n
1<0- J m IT 1-1>12
p n n dp
(3.20)
o-m
p n
with the unpolarized cross section given by
(3.21 )
A plot (figure 3.11) of (do-/dn), (do-/dn)
1 0
and (do-/dn)
-1
reveals a large oscillatory pattern in (do-/dn) and (do-/dQ)o -1
that is not reproduced by an adiabatic S-state calculation (nor
is it if the D-state is included (J089»). The under-estimation of
(do-/dn) at large angles will not be considered here as it is not
1
oscillatory in nature.
The view of far-side dominance expounded so far is clearly
invalid. A large near-side piece is missing from the
calculations. In an attempt to track down this missing amplitude,
and before increasing the model space away from an adiabatic
calculation to include some of the processes included in eDee, it
is worth using the functional fitting model of eq. (3.22) (a
single pole model) to gain some feel for this near-side
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amplitude.
R =R { -il/2 }n
lpln(lp+ln) 0 lp-Lp -ir /2 (3.22 )
In order to study the results of using a simple functional
form to model the radial integrals a knowledge of which radial
integrals contribute to (dcr/dO) and (dcr/dO) is needed. Thiso -1
analysis has been carried out elsewhere (E178, De84, Jo89) • The
result (table 3.1) is that each of the partial cross sections may
be written as the sum of two terms, which differ in the value of
the spin projection of the outgoing proton.
3.3 RESULT OF ANALYSIS
The experimental data for (dcr/dO) and (dcr/dO) was wello -1
reproduced (figure 3.12) by a simple two pole model, (of the form
of eq. (3.22),
(
dcr) = A2 92 ( ~ - 1 ) e-r9
dO sln9
;
1.l-1 1)-1 -(r-r')9/2 { }
+ 2A 9 9 s in: acostse )+asin(~9) (3.23)
where A'= a+ea.
The fitted values of the parameters are given in table 3.2.
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Table 3.1 Contributions to the
12 of the table are Id and
(reproduced from Jo89).
cross sections. 11 andpartial
Ip of the text, respectively
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Figure 3.12 Angular distribution of (a) the (dO"/dQ) (O"d=-l)
and (b) the (O"d=O) partial cross section and the model
reproduction based on eq. (3.23) (reproduced from J089).
(do-/dQ)o (do-/dQ)-l
A 35.36 ± 0.80 57.8 ± 4.7
a 3.5 ± 1.2 219 ± 121
a 0.0 ± 1.6 -32 ± 67
r/2 3.549 ± 0.035 4.36 ± 0.13
r' /2 4.05 ± 0.61 11.1 ± 1.5
11 26.04 ± 0.75 20.0 ± 1.0
X 1.7 4.7
Table 3.2 Parameters used by eq. (3.23)
It is not clear from eq. (3.23) which amplitude, A or A·,
will represent the far-side and which the near. A plot of the
far-side contribution <-1/2,7/2ITI-1> that contributes to
(do-/dQ)-1 in table 3.1 reveals a slope r ( in the form exp( -r9) )
close to the value of 0' given in table 3.2. So, the amplitude A
is taken to represent the far-side. A plot of these near- and
far-side amplitudes (figure 3.13) reveals that they are of
approximately the same magnitude at smaller angles, with the
near-side dropping quickly (and therefore ceasing to contribute
to the total amplitude) at increasing angles. So, in order to
match the experimental data, a near-side piece, with the size and
behavior shown in figure 3.13 is required.
Using the values from table 3.2 it is possible to assign
values of 1 to the pole position of the fitted amplitudes. This
p
gives the values:-
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Figure 3.13 Near side and far side amplitudes contributing
to the pole model fo r (dO""/dQ) (O""d=-l). Fitting errors indicate
a range of values fo r the near side amplitude whose 1imi ts
are show by the two dashed lines (reproduced from JoS9) .
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near side, 1 == 7.5
P
far side, 1 == 13.3
P
near side, 1 == 12.8
p
far side, 1 == 13.2
p
A value of 1 = 12.8 is clearly in the nuclear surface, as are
p
the far-side contributions themselves, whereas the near-side pole
position of 7.5 for (do-/dn) is obviously within the nuclear
-1
interior. As the near-side pole positions of the two spin
projections are very different the data shows a very marked spin
dependence.
3.4 HIGH RELATIVE MOMENTUM COMPONENTS.
As has been seen there is an interference pattern, of period
corresponding to the diameter of the nucleus, in the experimental
(do-/dn) and (do-/dn) distributions. These oscillations haveo -1
been shown to emanate from a missing near-side amplitude, which
can be modeled by the functional form of eq. (3.22). An estimate
of the ri-p relative momenta found in the near- and far-side
transitions proves to be illuminating. Asymptotically kp5!!2fm-1
and kd5!!2.7fm-1. Thus assuming the reaction as a whole is surface
peaked momentummatching gives the ri-p relative momentum to be
(kp-kn)/2 or O.65fm-1 on the far-side and 1.35fm-1 on the near-
side. This is as one might expect since in the near-side
transitions the neutron and proton must separate back-ta-back
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(figure 3.4). The adiabatic approximation however assumes that
this relative energy of the n-p pair is small and can be
approximated by the deuteron binding energy. Since the missing
near-side amplitude would appear to rely on such high momentum
components it is clear that the use of a model which allows the
possibility of including explicitly such high relative momentum
pieces (and includes fully the spin-orbit distortions) is an
obvious starting point in any search for a missing near side
amplitude.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DIRECT MODIFICATIONS TO THE ADIABATIC WAVE FUNCTION
From a purely theoretical point of view the CDCC method
should represent the best currently available model for the
evaluation of deuteron stripping. Unfortunately, its inherent
complexity means that such calculations are not computationally
easy, nor is it possible, at the present time, to include
finite-range effects. For these reasons the computationally
efficient adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic approximations provide
the best currently available workable models.
It is instructive to examine the extent to which the
adiabatic approximation can match the CDCCmodel at the S-state,
no spin-orbit level. If important differences are noted and shown
to be important at this level, great doubt will have been cast on
the worth of expanding the model-space of the adiabatic
approximation to include some of the elements found in more
advanced formalisms.
4.1 COMPARISONOF ADIABATICAND CDCC WAVEFUNCTIONS.
As has been noted by several authors (e. g. Am83) the breakup
part of the adiabatic wave function is greatly overestimated in
the nuclear surface when compared with similar CDCC wave
functions. If the functions bU",:O and e,,,,:o of Chapter two at
incid d th . 1 t f . bu COCC d e.\ cocccorner ence an e equrva en unct.ions '" an '" from
L L
a coupled channel anaysis are compared (figure 4.1), one
difference is seen immediately; bu",AO lacks the strong decrease
L
at large R that is typical This is easy to
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pa~tial waves fo~ A=40 at 22.9MeV (~ep~oduced f~om Am83).
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understand: bUI/JCDCC is a linear combination of the channel
L
functions originating from eq. (2027) which have differing
relative energies. As R increases these functions drift out of
phase and they begin to interfere destructively. Although the
same channel functions are present implicitly in the adiabatic
wave function, they all have the same relative energy and
therefore maintain the same relative phase at all R. Thus no such
phase averaging can occur.
I/JCDCC and I/JAD are not dissimilar and share several general
L L
features, most striking of which is that both bUI/JAD and e 'I/JAD ,L L
and bU.J.CDCC and e.\ .hCDCC • h .thi th 1'I' 'I' are In p ase, WI In e nuc ear
L L
interior, but out of phase in the surface region. Careful
examination shows that the transition between these two distinct
regions is not similar. In the CDCC case the transition is seen
to be smooth, whereas for the adiabatic wave functions there is a
distinct glitch in the functions at the nuclear surface.
It is known that the nuclear surface region is of particular
importance to stripping, it is therefore worrying that the
assumed degeneracy of the n-p center of mass energy in all
breakup configurations results in a lack of phase averaging and
in particular an overestimation of the breakup component of the
entrance channel wave function in this region.
4.2 THE METHOD OF PSEUDO-PHASE AVERAGING
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Phase averaging may be simulated by smoothly suppressing the
breakup function in the region of the nuclear surface. Coley and
Tostevin (CoSS) multiplied the breakup function by
- 1
[ 1 + exp {R ~ RO} 1 (4. 1 )
to give a pseudo-phase averaging effect. R defines the mid-point
o
of the radial cut and the parameter a the steepness of the cut.
Calculations of the 116Sn(d,p)117Sn reaction for large In
transitions are dominated by the surface, even if only the
dominant 3S components of the deuteron ground state and 3S
1
breakup states are included. So it is convenient to work within
this restricted space. In the limit of no spin-orbit forces the
adiabatic wave function can be expanded in the partial wave
series
AD
'11k(1' (R,r)
d d
(4.2)
where YLA is the spherical harmonic and ~ the deuteron ground
ground state wave function. 'I1AD(R,r) was calculated for the
deuteron plus target system by making use of the computer program
ADIA of Thompson (ThS4). The neutron- and proton-target
interactions (at 40 MeV)were taken from the global optical model
analysis of Bechetti and Greenlees (BeS9). The elastic and
breakup components of the partial wave components ",AD of 'I1AD were
L
then projected using eq. (2.49). The breakup component is then
multiplied by the pseudo phase averaging function eq. (4.1). The
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effect of this is seen in figure 4.2 for the 1 =18 partial wave.
d
These partial waves can now be summed individually in the partial
wave series eq. (4.2) to yield the full elastic el",AD and breakup
bu AD ADcomponents '" of'" . These are now introduced separately into
the right hand side of the transfer reaction matrix element to
give the elastic and breakup contributions to the (d.p) amplitude
T 116 117. The transfer amplitude for Sn(d,p) Sn (In=4) at 79MeV
dp
is then calculated in zero range approximation. With the final
state interactions for the proton and bound neutron as tabulated
in table 1 of Cupps et: al. (CuB7).
Only the wave function at coincidence I r I =0 is required and
is relevant to the following discussion. The use of the
zero-range approximation is consistent with the assumption of a
3S deuteron and 3S breakup states; in fact finite range effects
1
are relatively small (StB6. JoB6) for this surface dominated
large 1 transi tion.
n
• bu AD bu CDCC •Inspect ion of I/J and I/J m figure 4.1 indicates that
it would be unwise to reduce R below 10fm and a value for a of
o
0.5 was chosen. The actual stripping calculations were carried
out using a version of the program TWOFNR (1972) modified to
accept the external numerical wave functions produced by ADIA.
The calculations were carried out on an IBM 3032 at the
Rutherford and Appleton Laboratory and the results analyzed on a
PRIME 9955 at Surrey. The effects on the total differential cross
section (figure 4.3) are seen in fact to be very small and are
best displayed in percentage change form as compared with a
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Figure 4.2 Moduli of the elastic (broken curve) and the
breakup (chain curve) components of the full (full curve)
adiabatic wave function for the !d=18 partial wave fOr the116d+ Sn system at 79Mev. The dotted curve shows the
suppressed breakup component for the choice RO=10fm, a=O.Sfm.
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standard adiabatic calculation.
This lack of a dramatic effect can be understood by reference
to the calculated radial integrals and by looking at the
contributions arising from the elastic and breakup components of
the .pAD as a function of L. Figure 4.4 shows the moduli of the
L
full radial integrals, together with their elastic and breakup
components shown separately. The radial integrals plotted are the
1 =1 -4 overlaps. While the breakup radial integrals are large
d p
and have the effect of increasing the L-space localization of the
full reaction amplitude, they peak at a lower value of 1 than
d
the full amplitude. As the reaction is dominated by surface
partial waves (1 9f18)the lower peaking of the breakup component
d
effectively stops them from having a major role at the surface
and hence their over estimation in the region is of little
concern.
To summarize: the lack of phase averaging and overestimation
of the breakup component of the entrance channel wave function
near the nuclear surface is of little importance at intermediate
energies. This means that any extension of the adiabatic
approximation that also shows this overestimation will not be
found to inaccurate on the grounds of this failing when compared
to more accurate eDee calculations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MODIFICATIONS TO THE BREAKUP CONTINUUM
5. MODIFICATIONSTO THE BREAKUPCONTINUUM
The breakup continuum has been modelled by different authors
in various ways: from the original adiabatic treatment (AD) of
Johnson and Soper (JO 70), through the simple I-dependent
exponential quasi-adiabatic (QAD) formalism of Amakawa et. al.
(Am84), to the techniques of coupled channel discretized
momentum bins pioneered by Rawitscher (Ra74) and the Pittsburgh
group (Fa76). As was noted in Chapter four, the adiabatic wave
function at large centre of mass separations lacks the phase
averaging present in coupled channel calculations. By studying
the effect of suppressing the resultant tai 1 it was shown that
this failing is of little importance at the energies under study.
Having gained confidence in this aspect of the adiabatic, and
hence quasi-adiabatic, formalisms a detailed investigation of the
role played by the function which represents the average breakup
energy of the continuum in the quasi-adiabatic stripping
calculations is required. This chapter analyzes different
possible prescriptions for this mean breakup energy within the
quasi-adiabatic formalism, with the intent of answering the
following five questions.
1. What are the effects of the more correct treatment of the
positive energy breakup states introduced by the
quasi-adiabatic approximation discussed in Section 3.4?
2. Can the quasi-adiabatic approximation reasonably model
the more exact but more computationally complicated CDCC
calcula tions?
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3. Is it possible to find a reasonable, parameter free,
prescription for the mean energy of the breakup continuum?
4. What role do spin-orbit distortions play in a QAD
calculation?
5. What are the most important new features introduced by a
quasi-adiabatic calculation and how do they compare with both
the adiabatic approximation and experimental results?
The work will be split into two distinct parts. First,
calculations without spin-orbit distortions in the deuteron
channel are studied, and second, calculations with such
distortions included will be considered.
5.1 CALCULATIONS WITH NO SPIN-ORBIT DISTORTIONS IN THE DEUTERON
CHANNEL.
The only eDee calculations presently available to us, for the
116Sn(d,p)117Sn reaction of interest, neglect the spin-orbit
interaction in the deuteron channel. So, in order to clarify to
what degree the quasi -adiabatic approximation is capable of
reproducing the eDee we will, at least initially, restrict
ourselves to this model space. We know from adiabatic
calculations that the deuteron spin-orbit distortion is a vital
ingredient into the full quantum mechanical calculations, and
responsible for part of the far-side dominance of the reaction
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(Jo89). The present comparison, in the absence of such effects,
is thus a theoretical comparison with a view to clarifying the
accuracy of the quasi-adiabatic versu s eDee calculations and will
not therefore be compared with data. The quasi-adiabatic code
developed in this work was generalized to include such
distortions and, unlike in the eDee, this inclusion does not
greatly increase the computational complexity, or running times,
of a transfer reaction calculation. The computer code QUASI
(Co89) was written to solve eq. (2.51) for the quasi-adiabatic
wave functions. These were then introduced, as the entrance
channel wave functions, in to an adapted version of the transfer
reaction code TWOFNRof Igarashi (I 9 72). The calculations were
carried out on the IBM 3032 at the Rutherford and Appleton
Laboratory, the results being transferred to a PRIME 9955 at
Surrey for analysis. An extensive series of checks were carried
out on the new codes and on their compatibility with the existing
established programs that where used. An important check on the
quasi-adiabatic part of the code was the replacing of the
quasi-adiabatic breakup energy with -c (the deuteron binding
d
energy), thus generating similar results to a standard adiabatic
calculation. A crucial check on the code used to produce the
adiabatic wave functions was the setting of all the
spin-dependent potentials to zero, in order to reproduce the
results of the adiabatic code ADIA (Th84).
We shall consider first the simple exponential model of
Amakawa et. al. for the mean breakup energy in the continuum. A
new and parameter free physical Mean Energy prescription will
then be introduced and discussed in detail in Section 5.2.1.
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5.1.1 THE SIMPLEEXPONENTIALMODELOF AMAKAWA
Representing the breakup energy e of eq. (2.51 ) with the
simple exponential form,
(5. 1 )
gives a first impression of the effects on observables of
treating the centre of mass motion of the n-p pair more correctly
in a stripping calculation. When introduced into a QAD
calculation, the effect of such a representation of e, on the
calculated 116Sn(d,p)1l7Sn ll=7/2+ cross section is displayed in
figure 5.1. The underlying nucleon-nucleus potentials used in the
incident channel were those of the global analysis of Becchetti
and Greenlees (Be69). The outgoing proton potential is as given
by table 5.1 (set A).
Even a cursory glance at figure 5.1. shows that the
exponential representation of Amakawa can have a dramatic effect
for the values of E chosen. 1 was initially chosen to correspondo 0
to a surface partial wave (1 =18).
o
Figure 5.2 shows the
sensitivity of the calculated cross section to two different
values of 1 (1 = 14 and 18).o 0
Clearly, the cross section at larger angles is highly
dependent on the choice of E and 1 . At the radial integralo 0
level, figure 5.3 (1 =1+4 , J =1 -1/2), we see that both the
d p p P
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POTENTIAL FORM
Vo { 1 + exp [ R - Ro A 1 I 3 ]rAo
LW5 { 1 + exp [ R
- a , Al/3
J .:Aw
4L Wo d { 1 + exp (y) r
l
dy
POTENTIAL TYPE
Real Central
Imag. Central-Volume
Imag. Central-Surface
Real Spin-Orbit
Imag. Spin Orbit
where
[
1/3 ]Y = R - Rw A / s; and
Parameter
Real Central Strength V
Real Central Radius Ro
Real Central Diff'userieas Ao
Imaginary Volume Strength Ws
Imaginary Surface Strength Wd
Imaginary Radius Rw
Imaginary Diffuseness Aw
Real Spin-Orbit Strength Vso
Real Spin-Orbit Radius Rso
Real Spin-Orbit Diffuseness Aso
Imag. Spin-Orbit Strength Wso
Imag. Spin-Orbit Radius Rws
Imag. Spin-Orbit Diffuseness Aws
Coulomb Radius Re
Vso ~ d~ { 1 + exp (s) }-lo-.L
tWso ~ d~ { 1 + exp (s) rlo-.L
s = [ R - RsoA 1I 3 ] / Aso
Set A
(Cu87b)
Set B
(J089)
35.72
1.211
0.709
11.00
-1.34
1.446
0.593
6.495
1.109
0.598
-1.587
0.788
0.354
1.25
38.28
1.177
0.782
8.445
0.670
1.332
0.637
6.366
1.003
0.948
0.000
1.25
Table S.l Potential forms and parameters used to generate the
outgoing proton distorted waves.
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Figure 5.1 Cross sections for Amakawa's exponential model
for Eo= 5, 10 and 20MeV (Lo=18).
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Figure 5.2 Cross sections for Amakawa's exponential model
for Lo= 14 and 18 (Eo= 10MeV).
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adiabatic and the quasi -adiabatic calculations do not show the
simple single pole structure commensurate with the far-side
dominated transition discussed in Chapter three. This loss of
far-side dominance arises in part from the omission of the
spin-orbit interaction from the deuteron channel and will be
examined more closely in section 5.2.1. Returning to figure 5.3
we see that a cusp of steadily increasing severity, and
consequently, based on the arguments of Chapter three (where it
was shown that such far-side radial integrals will have the form
of a function rotating clockwise in the complex plane), a
corresponding reduction in far-side dominance, can be generated
by increasing the value of E. Examining the contribution to
o
these radial integrals for the breakup channels, figure 5.4, ie
eq. (2.53), we see that the radial integrals increase in
magni tude monotonically with increasing mean breakup energy E .
o
Our first impression of the effects of a more correct
treatment of the positive energy continuum on the centre of mass
motion shows a decrease in the dominance of the far-side and a
corresponding increase in the role played by the breakup
channels. These points can be reinforced by studying the
contribution to the (d.p) reaction cross section arising from the
breakup channel. Figure 5.5 shows the increasing breakup cross
section with increasing E while Figure 5.6 shows that the
o
contribution to the far-side cross section deceases with
increasing E
o
Clearly, the modifications present in the
quasi-adiabatic formalism are capable of displaying powerful
effects on the calculated observables.
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Figure 5.6 Far-side cross sections for Amakawa's exponential
model for Eo= 5, 10 and 20MeV (10=18).
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So far very little theoretical justification has been given
to the choice of E and 1 , or indeed to the use of eq. (5. 1) ino 0
general - except that one would expect the dominant relative
momenta in the breakup continuum to decrease with increasing
centre of mass angular momentum 1 1. One possible approach would
o
be to parameterize the calculation in these two variables and fit
either to data or a eDee calculation. This would be a poor
approach, especially in the case of the data, as the present
calculations ignore, for example, spin-orbit distortions in one
channel and the deuteron D-state (known to be of importance
quantitatively). A better approach is to examine the effects of
an e which is more theoretically tenable - and parameter free.
This approach is taken in the following section.
5.1.2 THE MEAN ENERGY APPROXIMATION
The mean relative breakup energy in the continuum is in
general not only a function of the orbital angular momentum of
the incident deuteron, but will also be dependent on the
separation of the centres of mass of the n-p pair and the target
nucleus. A mean breakup energy as a function of R can be obtained
by averaging 1f over the breakup part of the adiabatic wave
np
function, to give the expectation value of the n-p relative
energy in the adiabatic model breakup continuum, i.e,
1Its use at incident energies
by Amakawa et.al. on the
of approximately 20MeV was
breakup energies at
The corresponding
following.
thi s energy did
basi s that the asymptoti c mean
show this type of behavior.
justified
situation at 80MeV is discussed in the
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E (R) =
J 1
( 5 . 2 )
I ADt/JbU ell)J 1 r
The wave functions appearing in eq. (5.2) represent the second
term in the expansion of eq. (2.27) which, in the adiabatic
limit, contains components with equal centre of mass momenta.
Ideally we would want to use the breakup part of the eDee wave
function to form E(R) - clearly this is impracticable as this is
equivalent to solving part of the eDee problem itself. The work
described in Chapter four considered the lack of phase averaging
between the components of the expansion eq. (2.27), which is the
result of the adiabatic limit. It was shown that the fact that
all components have a common value of their centre of mass
momentum was not a source of any inaccuracy at intermediate
energies. Hence, eq. (5.2) can be considered a reasonable, first
order,2 representation of the mean energy of the continuum.
Equation (5.2) can be reduced (see appendix B)3 to
2 It wo u ld be possible to iterate this scheme. The
component of the QAD wave function generated by the use
breakup
of eq.
(5.2) could
(5.2). This
itself replace the adiabatic wave functions in eq.
process could be repeated unti 1 the QAD wave function
has converged. Thi s approach
the QAD code was written
fundamental reason however
is not used in the first instance as
in the zero-range limit. There is no
for not extending the calculation to
non-zero values of the relative co-ordinate r. Indeed, if such a
series for E(R) did converge rapidly with a value not far from
that given by eq. (5.2) this would represent a statement of the
correctness of using eq. (5.2) at the energies considered here.
3
It is cl ear t hat t his ex pre S S ion red u c est 0 -C d (i .e , the
adiabatic approximation) if we ignore the r-dependence of the
breakup wave function.
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al/J~~ I ~ al/J~~)
ar ar r
E (R) =
J 1
( 5 . 3)
this is our Mean Energy prescription for the continuum CJ and I
refer to the deuteron).
When evaluated, Eq. (5.3) has a highly complex structure as a
function of R, Id and Jd which is displayed in figure 5.7 for
.Je=Le e 16Sn+d at 79MeV). Two important points in favour of eq.
(5.3) are: (i) the expression is parameter free and (U)
asymptotically (R~), with no spin-orbit distortions in the
deuteron channel, it has the same form as the eDee mean breakup
energy, defined by,
<Cl~ = (5.4)
Where L represents the sum over momentum bins, C k is the mean
energy of each bin, and 0"l~k) is as defined in eq. (4.1) of
(1586). So,
(5.5)
Eq. (5.3) was solved for E(R) using the code MEAN (Ce89b)
using the adiabatic breakup wave functions provided by the
program ADIABAT t ccasc i, Linking the programs used to calculate
the physical observables when the Mean Energy prescription is
used to model the continuum produces the following flow chart.
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finds the central part of U ,eq. (A13)
js
(CoB9d)
finds the spin part of U ,eq.
j s
(A25 ) (CoBge)
ADsolves eq. (2.46) for I/J (Co89c)
solves eq. (5.3) for E(R) (Co89b)
QA D 9Usolves eq. (2.51) for IjJ (CoB9a)
calculates the physical odservables ( Is 72)
The results of such a calculation are shown in figures 5.8
and 5.9 (for the case of no spin-orbit distortions in the
deuteron channel, ie. and are compared to an
adiabatic and a eDee (YaB8) calculation. To be consistent with
the eDee calculations the outgoing proton was described by the
potentials of Table 5.1 (set A).
Comparing the cross sections due to the breakup plus elastic
channels with the results of the eDee and AD calculations (figure
5.8), we see that the e modifications introduced by QAD, and
prescribed by eq. o(5.2), change the slope at around 40 in a
similar manner as that seen in the eDee curve. This is in stark
contrast to the smooth, almost exponential, decay of the
adiabatic cross section. Clearly additional structure is being
introduced. Looking at the an argand plot of the dominant
ld=lp+4, Jp=lp-l/2 radial integrals (figure 5.9) we see that the
Mean Energy QAD calculation and the eDee calculation both display
a prominent cusp. This implies, from the analysis of Chapter
three, that the reaction is not as far-side dominated. There it
was shown that an adiabatic calculation which includes spin-orbit
distortions in the deuteron channel is far-side dominated, as
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depicted by a monotonically rotating ld=lp+4, Jp=lp-l/2 radial
integral. Hence figure 5.9 begs the question: would a eDGe
calculation with spin- orbit distortions in the deuteron channel
demonstrate such a pure degree of far-side dominance? Even though
no such eDee calculation exists for the reaction under study, the
close resemblance of the Mean Energy QADand eDee indicates that
the QADmodel can be used to answer this same question. Here we
are seeing the QADformalism being cast not only as a general
stripping technique, but also, in the role of diagnostic tool; by
adjusting the prescription used to model the continuum the
relative importance of the various breakup states may be
examined. We are also in some sense going beyond current eDee
calculations for this transition. An attempt to answer the above
question will be made in section 5.2.3.
Further evidence for the close resemblance QADto eDee can be
seen from an examination of the vector analyzing power A (figure
y
5.10). Both QADand eDee calculations produce a large positive
peak around 35 degrees not seen in an AD calculation.
5.1.3 CONCLUSION
We can, in part, now answer some of the questions asked at
the beginning of this chapter. In reply to question (i), the
introduction of the effect of the positive mean energy breakup
states into the centre of mass motion of the broken up rr-p pair
can have a dramatic effect on the physical observables. Structure
is introduced into both the transfer reaction cross section and
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the vector analyzing power. A corresponding change in the sense
of rotation of the dominant radial integrals is observed. The
severity of these effects is highly dependent on the choice of
energies used to model the energies in the breakup continuum.
Thus the exponential representation of Amakawa is seen to be
rather unstable - a small change in E can have a large effect on
'"v'-'''-~''\....v'V 0
the observables. In answer to question (u.), comparing these
effects with those by a eDee calculation (using the same
potential to describe the outgoing proton channel, we see that
QAD does indeed have the power to qualitatively reproduce the
features of a eDee calculation. Finally, turning our attention to
question (LU), the Mean Energy prescription eq. (5.2) is a good,
parameter free, representation of the continuum, in that it
produces similar results to eDee, and unlike Amakawa's
exponential function, is without the problems of being unstable
with regard to two parameters.
5.2 CALCULATIONS WITH SPIN-ORBIT DISTORTIONS IN THE DEUTERON
CHANNEL
Chapter three discussed the importance of including
spin-dependent distortions in both channels when carrying out
adiabatic calculations. In this section we concentrate on the
precise effect of such distortions on a QAD calculation. In order
to enable comparisons to be made and conclusions drawn a brief
look at the effects of spin-dependent distortions in an adiabatic
calculation will be embarked upon first.
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5.2.1 THEROLEOF SPIN IN ADIABATICALCULATIONS
Carrying out a series of adiabatic calculations with, and
without, spin-orbit distortions produces the cross sections of
figure 5.11, the radial integrals of figure 5.12 and the vector
analyzing powers of figure 5.13. The outgoing proton was
described by the potentials of table 5.1 (set B).
All these figures demonstrate the dramatic role
spin-dependent interactions play in the stripping calculations.
The cross section (figure 5.11) only maintains a near-constant
exponential decline if spin-dependent interactions are included 7
in neither or both channels. Wecan attribute the extra structure
seen in the cross section if only distortions in the proton
channel are included, to a loss of far-side dominance. This is
quickly confirmed by reference to the radial integrals of figure
5.12. Here we see a change in the sense of rotation at ld=lS.
r'.
/
Clearly, the vector analyzing power gives the most graphic
illustration of the influence spin-dependent interactions. Figure
5.13 illustrates similar results for the cases of either spin
distortions in both or neither channel, but a dramatically
different result if the spin interaction is only included in the
outgoing proton channel.
From this brief analysis we see that structure can not only
be given to the physical observables by a more accurate treatment
of the breakup continuum, but also by the spin-dependent
interactions themselves. In view of this, caution should be
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exercised when attributing additional structure in observables to
the physical effects included in the quasi -adiabatic formalism.
It also reiterates the point that any attempt to model the
physical situation must include spin-orbit distortions in both
the entrance and exit channels.
5.2.2 THEROLEOF SPIN IN QUASI-ADIABATICALCULATIONS
We have seen the importance of including the spin-orbit
interaction in stripping calculations at this energy. Such an
inclusion in a Mean Energy QADcalculation will imply the Mean
Energy will now be a function of both Id and Jd. Different
deuteron spin projections will produce different EJdld(R).
Asymptotically this produces the three curves of figure 5.14. The
Mean Energy is seen to be highly spin dependent. Incident
deuterons with ~/~otal angular momentum J=ld+1 are seen to
give a larger expectation value in eq. (5.2) and hence remove a
greater amount of energy from the centre of mass motion in the
breakup channel.
Turning our attention to the physical observables produced by
this spin-dependent Mean Energy, together with a spin-dependent
QADwave function we have the results of figures 5.15 to 5.17
(These figures compare the results for spin distortions in both
channels, neither channel and distortion in the proton channel
only).
Figure 5.15 shows the effect on the cross section of the
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introduction of a spin-orbit potential into the deuteron channel
as well as the outgoing proton channel. This has removed much of
the extra structure seen earlier in the cross section. We would
hence expect that the ld=lp+4, Jp=lp-l/2 radial integrals have
returned to a state of far-side dominance as characterized by the
arguments of Chapter three: as is indeed demonstrated by figure
5.16.
The vector analyzing power (figure 5.17) demonstrates a very
different correlation with the presence, or not, of spin-orbit
distortion than that shown in the AD case. Both the case with no
spin orbit distortions in either channel and the case with
distortions in the outgoing channel only, demonstrate a large
positive peak in the vector analyzing power centered around 45
degrees which is not present if distortions are present in both
the incident and final channels.
From these results it is obvious that the spin-orbit
interaction plays as important a role within QAD as within AD.
5.2.3 COMPARISONOF AD, QAD AND EXPERIMENTALDATA
Re-introducing the experimental data into the analysis allows
us to take a close look at the different cross sections from the
three possible incident deuteron spin channels, ie, (dcr/dn) . Incrd
Chapter three the physical cross sections (dcr/dQ) and (dcr/dQ)
o -1
were shown to contain a large amount of structure not reproduced
by an adiabatic calculation. It was suggested that this structure
'Paqe 99
may be the result of high momentum components in the breakup
continuum affecting stripping from the near-side of the nucleus.
A plot of (do-/dn) and (do-/dfl) from a QAD calculation (figureso -1
5.18 and 5.19 respectively) shows new structure has indeed been
generated. In particular the oscillations within the angular
range of 15 to 40 degrees in (do-/dfl) are well reproduced in
o
phase and have magnitudes greater than the AD calculation,
although not as large as as those of the experimental data. This
is an extremely encouraging result.
As for the vector analyzing power (figure 5.20) we see that
the important oscillation at 20 degrees in the data is present,
although in a much reduced from, in the QAD calculation but is
totally missing feem an AD calculation. Two other features of the
A data which are picked-up by QADbut not AD are the slow rate
y
of fnll off around 10 degrees and the shape of the curve at large
angles. Although, unlike the data, Ay from QAD does not go
positive at large angles it is rising at a markedly higher rate
than the AD calculation4•
To explain the results displayed in figures 5.18, 5.19 and
5.20 we need to turn to the radial integral level of the
calculation and in particular to table 3.1. The arguments of
Chapter three, where it was proposed that such structure would be
the result of an increased near-side contribution, can be used to
study the origin of this new structure. From table 3.1 we see
4Stephenson et. al. (St86) have
least in part, to not including
stripping calculation.
argued that this corresponds,
the deuteron D-state in such
at
a
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that the large <-1/Z,7/zITlo> and <-1/Z,7/zITI-1> matrix elements
which contribute to (dO"/dQ) and (dO"/dQ) ,respectively, containo -1
the "near-side" projection of the radial integrals
RIp,lp-1/Z, Ip-4, Ip-4 and Rlp,lp+l/Z, lp-4, Ip-3 Chapter three
argued that these radial integrals should play an important role
in the spin separated differential cross sections, and gave some
idea of the shape of these contributions. It was suggested that
the "near-side" contributions to (dO"/dQ) and (dO"/dQ) should
o -1
peak at Id=8.8 and 3.5 respectively. Looking at a comparison of
QAD and AD radial integrals, for the quantum numbers mentioned
(figures 5.Z1 and 5.ZZ), we see that the QAD calculation - unlike
AD - has a localized form which peaks at Id=7 and 4 - very close
to the suggested values.
This is an encouraging result. We note however that the
magnitude of the radial integrals present has not increased by a
particularly dramatic amount, although it has been argued by
Johnson and others (JoB 7) that certain radial integrals of small
magnitudes may have an important role to play despite their size.
As described earlier, structure in the cross section will be
the result of interference between the near- and far-side
components at the appropriate angle. Adiabatic calculations show
the far-side to be dominant in the 116Sn(d,p)117Sn (/[=7/2+)
transition at all but the smallest angles. In order to obtain any
interference pattern the ratio of near- to far-side contributions
must change and it is this ratio which is important rather than
the absolute magnitude of either the near- or far-side
components. A convenient measure of any change in this ratio is
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the double ratio,
(do-/dQ)QAD
near
(do-/dQ)QAD
far
( 5 . 7)
(do-/dQ)AD
near
(do-/dQ)AD
far
Figure 5.23 displays this ratio for the calculation used to
generate the results of figures 5.18 onwards. We see a prominent
peak (at 20 degrees) corresponding to an increase in the ratio of
near- to far-side contributions in the QADmodel compared to the
same ratio for the AD calculation. The other peaks and troughs
are of little interest as reference to figure 3.1 shows that the
near- side is playing a negligible role at these larger angles.
Having noted a fall in the magnitude of the far-side cross
section we would expect a corresponding change in the large
dominant "far-side" RI I I I radial integrals. As wasp, p-l/2, p+4, p+3
noted from figure 5.4 treating the continuum in a more exact way
by introducing positive energy breakup states tends to increase,
rather than decrease the magnitude of the breakup components of
these particular radial integrals. So, in order for the far-side
cross section to fall there must be destructive interference
between the elastic and breakup components of these radial
integrals. As the reaction under investigation is surface
dominated, as indicated by the sharp surface peaking of the
dominant radial integrals, this destructive interference must
occur at values of Id which correspond to this surface (Le,
Id5::18). From plots of the three components (elastic, breakup and
elastic + breakup) of the dominant far- sideRI I / I Ip, p-l 2, p+4, p+3
radial integrals for the adiabatic model (figure 5.24) and the
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quasi-adiabatic model using the Mean Energy prescription (figure
5.25), we note a small increase in the magnitude of the breakup
component at all valves of Id. This increase is destructive at
the surface. To highlight the role played by such destructive
interference we finally look at the effect of using a very simple
prescription for the mean energy, viz, E(R) = 10 MeV (for all
J,l and R) (figure 5.26). Not surprisingly this large positive
d d
block prescription has a more dramatic effect on the breakup
components of the RIll 1 radial integrals, with inp, p-l/2, p+4, p+3
fact breakup and elastic components having almost equal absolute
magnitudes. The most interesting feature to note in figure 5.26
is the considerable destructive effect the breakup component has
at the surface even though its magnitude is decreasing rapidly at
5.2.4 CONCLUSION
We are now in a position to answer the remaining two
questions put forward at the beginning of the chapter. In reply
to (w), we have seen that the spin-dependent distortions play an
important role in QAD as well as in AD. In particular, but not
only, this is so in the vector analyzing power. We have found
good agreement between the observables in QAD and CDCC
calculations and with the confidence gained from this have gone
one step further and introduced spin-orbit distortions into the
deuteron channel. This has enabled us to answer question (-\9); a
rise in the breakup cross section, together with a fall in the
far-side contribution to the full cross section, leads to an
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increase in the structure seen in some of the observables. This
structure can be seen to originate from a localization of certain
radial integrals which have been linked through the arguments of
Chapter three to near-side contributions, and an increase in the
destructive interference between the elastic and breakup
components of the radial integrals which have been linked to the
far-side.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
The two attempts to study possible failings in the adiabatic
model and to understand the physical contributions embodied in
the CDCC method, which the work in this thesis represents, have
both shed new light on the important physical process in
intermediate energy stripping reactions.
In Chapter two, the lack of phase averaging in the adiabatic
approximation caused by the assumed degeneracy of the n-p centre
of mass energy in all breakup configurations was shown not to
play an important r6le at the energies under consideration. This
was despite the gross overestimation of the breakup component of
the entrance channel wave functions near the nuclear surfacee.
This represents a possibly surprising result as it is precisely
this surface region which is known to be of most importance to
the reaction studied. However, to was shown that unlike the full
and elastic components of the dominant R radiallp,ln,lp+4
integrals, the breakup components peak within the nuclear volume,
rather than at the surface.
Having gained this confidence in the adiabatic, and hence
quasi-adiabatic, formalisms attention was turned to the breakup
continuum itself. The arguments of Chapter three, which placed
emphasis on the high relative momenta components in the
continuum, were introduced into the discussion by using the Mean
Energy prescription of eq. (5,2) in the quasi-adiabatic formalism
of Amakawa et. al. (AM84).The main features of CDCC were
reproduced qualitatively by such an approach.
In Chapter five the quasi-adiabatic model was extended beyond
the original formalism to include spin-orbit distortions in the
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entrance channel. These spin-dependent distortions were seen to
playas an important a role in QAD as within AD. An increase in
structure in the observables was noted, particularly in the
vector analyzing power. This new structure was seen to originate
frorn a localization of certain of the radial integrals which were
linked through the arguments of Chapter three to near-side
contributions, and an increase in the destructive interference
between the elastic and breakup, components of the radial
integrals which have been linked to the far-side.
The oscillations present In the vector analyzing power of the
experimental data for the 116Sn(d,p)117Sn (j1T=7/2+) transfer at
79 MeV where not reproduced in detail. This is not altogether'
surprising as the calculations do not include the deuteron
D-state nor the d-wave breakup, which are known to be important
at these energies. The D-state part of the deuteron could be
introduced into a QAD calculation relatively easily, and this
would be an obvious starting point in any further extension of
the QAD formalism.
Another prescription for the mean breakup energy in the
continuum has been considered and is presented in Appendix C.
This prescription defines a complex c and should, unlike the
prescriptions described in Chapter five, not lead to an
overestimation of the breakup component of the entrance channel
wave function at the nuclear surface. Although calculations have
been performed with this complex c, they are at an early stage
and hence will not be discussed further.
One further approach worth mentioning at this point is the work
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of Mackintosh et. al. ~ who consider the rllle of mass-three
channels. Although the deuteron has a structure that readily
couples to stripping channels, this is by no means just because
of its loosely bound structure. Such structures do give a large
observable stripping cross-section, but much of this is, in part,
due to the high optical transparency of deuterons. The most
important single factor determining the strength of a transfer
reaction is the projectile overlap function (or D in zero-rangeo
DWBA).This number would in fact be larger if the deuteron was
more tightly bound (Ma8 7). Because of this, the mass-three
pick-up reactions (eg. d,t) are stronger than (d,p) channels,
although such reactions give lower measured cross-sections
because of their different absorption characteristics. This has
led Mackintosh and others (Ma87) to suggest that coupling to
triton and helion channels may be of importance to deuteron
elastic scattering and stripping. It is far from clear what,
exactly, their calculations point to. For this reason possible
contributions from mass-three channels have not been considered
further in this work.
Overall, the quasi -adiabatic approximation can now be seen as
an important tool for those hoping to understand the mechanisms
of transfer reactions at intermediate energies, and is worthy of
further investigation in the form of new mean energy
prescriptions, inclusion of finite range effects and application
to other reactions.
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A P PEN D I X A
Here we derive the form of the potentials used to represent
the interaction U(R,r) of the neutron and proton with the target,
when spin interactions are present in the deuteron channel. The
result is equation (2.43).
Since only S-wave beakup states are included, the interaction
will arise from the sum of the neutron and proton potentials
integrated over all angles in the relative coordinate, ie,
U(_R,r) =
4rr
1
( A 1 )
where the neutron and proton coordinates are defined as
rp :: R + Tj2 and rn = R r/2 (A2 )
The interaction of either the neutron, or the proton, may be
split into a spin and a central component,
(A3 )
For triplet breakup and 1 = 0, it is easy to move from relative
angular momenta and spin, to a centre of mass representation
(e.g, Ha70).
'llSPin(g,~) - US(rp)e .0" + US(rn)e .0"p -p-p n -n-n
1 US L.S - [Us { R x 'iJ 1 'iJ }. 5- 2 + r x+ r 4 - R (A4 )
where
(AS)
So, the spin component of the averaged interaction (A 1) IS now
given by
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4; J dO 'lisp; n(g,£) = 8;]dO { US } L.Sr r +
i-
J dO { US } (R x 'OJ 1 'OJ J . S+ 4 £ x (A 6)4n r r R
which reduces to (To89)
~ Jdn, { u: } L.S .L J=.{ U' }[ r x 'OJ ] .~ (A 7)Bn Bn - R
A B
The potentials may be expanded in spherical harmonics in R and r
-
U(rp) = 2~U L(R,r) Y:A(0) Y LA(Ft)
LA
(A8 )
The sum over A of the harmonics is (B r 7 1 )
l~y:A(0) Y LA(Ft) =
A
2L + 1 P (a:)
4n L (A9 )
where a: = R.r . So,
1
U, (R,r) 0 Zn J da: U(rp) P, (zc)
- 1
(A10)
with,
(All )
With the potential split into its spin and central components
(A12 )
the central part becomes,
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1Uoeot(R.r) = ~ J d", { U:(rp) + U:(rp) }
- 1
(Al3 )
To obtain the spin part we must solve the two parts of eq.
(A 7) separately.
Part A gives,
8; J dQ, {U:} L.S 1= t J d«; {u;(rp) + u:(rp)} ~.~
- 1
(A14)
Part B gives,
This result is derived below.
Let t = .i:161l J dQ, { U· } [ EX' R J . S (A 16)
Expanding
2~(-)~[£ x ~ R ] IL
IL
(A 17 )
and expanding further
(A 18)
where t;> is a constant. Finally expanding the potential itself,
US = 2~U:(R,r) Y:A(~) Y LA(~)
LA
(A19)
Combining A17, A18 and A19 gives the following expansion for t,
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-L
16n
b r \(la1(311/-1) V(3 S (_)/-1 y (~) US-(R,r)L _ -/-1 la 1
a(3
(A20)
Therefore £ can be replaced by
R x V
R S J (A21 )
Returning to A 15 and using
~ = -L [ R x V R J (A22 )
we can reduce eq. (A 15) to
S (A23)
or,
1+~J d«; { U:(rp) + U:(rp) } "'!, S
- 1
(A24 )
Therefore the averaged spin interaction is
= _1_
4 (A25)
As has already been discussed in the main body of the text it
is assumed that the neutron and proton have the same spin-orbit
geometry, so,
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1
2
L.S (A26 )
In the limit that r ~ ° this reduces to
UsPi n(R,O) = US(R) L SP
or more generally,
USPi n(R,r) = US(R,r) L SP -
(A2 7)
(A28 )
The complete interaction is the sum of eq. (A 13) and eq. (A28),
viz,
(A29 )
or,
1~ J doc {u:(rp) + u:(rp)} + U:(R,r) !e.,,;
-1
(A30)
This is the result used in equation (2.43).
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In this appendix eq. (5.2) for the quasi -adiabatic mean
breakup energy E(R) is reduced to a computationally convenient
form.
The mean energy is defined (dropping orbital and total
angular momentum labels) as,
(ADt/JbU ~ Itfnp I ADt/JbU ~)r
E(R) = -------------
(ADt/JbU ~ I ADt/JbU ~)r
(81)
AD bu •
Where t/J IS the breakup part of the adiabatic wave function
and ~ is the deuteron internal wave function. The r on the kets
indicates that the integration is over the relative co-ordinates
only.
Using the numerator of eq. (B 1) as a starting point and dropping
all sub and super-scripts for convenience, we have
2
= <t/J~lvlt/J~> + <t/J~I(:1t/J)~> - h <t/J~IV't/JV'~> + <t/J~It/J(:1~». (82)
11
Or, with only reative S-waves present,
h2 I a·/. a~= <t/J~ I [(:1+V)~Jt/J> + <t/J~ I (:1t/J)~> - - <t/J~ ~ ->(83)
11 ar ar
Le.
2
= -c <t/J~ I ~t/J> + <./.~ I (:1't. )~> - h <t/J~ I §JJ!_ a ~ >
d 'I" 'I" 11 ar ar
f-- A --~
(84)
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where e is the deuteron binding energy.
d
Taking the last term,
A = - h.
2 J (t/J *~ QJI!_] a~ dr =
M L ar ar (B5 )
Integrating by parts,
By differentiation of a product,
(B7)
Rearranging,
(B8 )
Substituting the RHS of eq. (B8) into eq. (B4) gives,
2
+ h_ <t/J~ I ~ a ~ >
2M a r a r
2
h. <t/J~ I QJI!_ a ~ >
Il ar ar
2
h_ <t/J~ I QJI!_ a ~ >
2M a r a r (B9)
Applying differentiation of a product to the second term in
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eq. (89)
(810 )
Substituting this back into eq. (89) gives,
= _£ <1/14> 14>1/1> + h 2 <1/14> 1 Q}/L a 4> > + ~ <4> Q}/L 14> Q}/L>
d 2f.l a r a r 2f.l a r a r
(811 )
or,
(812 )
Using this as the numerator in eq. (813) gives the following
expression (eq. (5.3) )for the mean breakup energy
E(R) = (813 )
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Here the derivation of the complex mean energy is given.
The mean energy is a function of both the incident partial
wave number and the center of mass coordinate, and can be defined
as
AD bure '" (R, 0)
QAD ~n~~L~ __
£L (R,O) =AD bu
'" (R, 0)
L
(C 1)
The adiabatic wave function maybe expanded as
AD bu
'" (R, 0)L
L¢ (r)X (R)
k k
(C2 )
with the n-p states defined asymptotically by
~ (r) -----------7 ~2/~ sin(kr+s )
'l'k r ~ co °0 (C3 )
These states are orthogonal, ie,
¢ (r)¢ (r) =
k k
o (k-k' ) (C4 )
So we have a set of k-dependent breakup functions:
co
XL(R) = Jdr ¢ (r)AD",bU
k k L
o
(CS)
and the complex mean energy (at r 0) becomes
QAD
£ (R,O)
L
(C6 )
A D,J.bu
'I' (R , 0)
L
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Abstract. At low energies (=20 MeV) the Johnson-Soper adiabatic model for deuteron
break up is inaccurate when applied to transfer reaction calculations. The assumed
degeneracy of the n-p centre-of-mass energy in all break-up configurations results in a lack
of phase averaging and, in particular, an overestimation of the break-up component of the
entrance channel wavefunction near the nuclear surface, of most importance to transfer
reactions. This inadequacy of the break-up wavefunction is studied quantitatively and
shown not to be significant for application of the adiabatic theory to the (d, p) reaction at
79 MeV incident deuteron energy.
Rawitscher [1] and, more recently, Amakawa and Austern [2] have demonstrated
that at low incident deuteron energies (===20MeV) the Johnson-Soper adiabatic
prescription [3] provides a poor description of n-p break-up contributions to deuteron
stripping reaction cross sections when compared with the results of more exact
coupled channel calculations which use the discretised continuum technique [4-6].
This inadequacy is attributed, at least in part, to the fact that the adiabatic approxima-
tion overestimates the break-up component of the deuteron-nucleus wavefunction at
small n-p separations in the region of the nuclear surface (see, for example, figure 1 of
[2]). There are a number of reasons for doubting the quantitative accuracy of the
adiabatic approximation at such a low incident energy, not least the underlying
assumption of the adiabatic formulation that the break-up energies enp associated with
the n-p relative motion are small in comparison with the incident deuteron centre-of-
mass energy Ed' Calculations [5, 6] typically yield observable break-up channel effects
upon the elastic channel S-matrix elements and non-vanishing break-up cross sections
in those open channels with enp spanning the energy range 0-30 MeV. The extent of
this energy range, being driven primarily by the surface geometry of the nucleon-
target interactions, shows little dependence upon the incident deuter()n-~nergy.
Recently, extensive transfer reaction data for the "6Sn(d, p)II7Sn ~~ at medium
energy (79 MeV) have been obtained at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility [7].
Data for a number of transitions with different transferred neutron orbital angular
momentum I were measured and have subsequently been analysed within the
framework of the adiabatic model [8,9]. Data for the 117Sn(l/2+,gs) transition, an
1=0, highly angular-momentum-mismatched and more volume-dominated reaction,
are surprisingly well reproduced by the adiabatic calculations [8]. Data for the 1=4,
117Sn(712+,0.71 MeV) transition, on the other hand, a well angular-momentum-
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matched and thus surface-dominated transition, are rather poorly reproduced by the
calculations [9].
The adiabatic approximation provides a very fast calculation of break-up effects
for the routine analysis of data and it is important therefore to understand the nature
of its shortcomings. Our aim in this letter is to obtain insight into the accuracy of the
adiabatic calculations for these large-l transfer reactions at 79 MeV. In particular, we
address the relevance of the above-mentioned inaccuracy and overestimation of the
break-up wavefunction at and near the nuclear surface region for these surface-
dominated transitions.
The adiabatic wave equation for the n + p + target system can be written [3, 10]
(E + fd - Tn - VCr, R))tp~~d (r, R) = 0 (1)
in which r, the n-p separation vector, appears only as a parameter and not dynami-
cally. In equation (1), E is the total energy of the system, Tn is the kinetic energy
operator in the n-p centre-of-mass coordinate (R) and VCr, R) is the sum of the
neutron- and proton-target effective interactions (optical potentials) applicable to
nucleon energies of one half of the incident deuteron energy. The deuteron-nucleus
Coulomb interaction is assumed to depend on R only so that Coulomb break-up
effects are ignored. The subscripts kd, ad, on tp denote the incident deuteron
momentum and spin projection. In arriving at equation (1) we have replaced the n-p
relative motion Hamiltonian in the equation for the exact three-body wavefunction
tp(r, R) [3] by - Cd, the deuteron ground-state energy. The assumption here is that the
most strongly populated break-up components of tp have sufficiently small relative
energy enp that
(2)
As was noted earlier, the range of enp deduced using the angle-integrated break-up
cross section as a function of relative energy from discretised coupled channels
calculations [5,6] covers a broad interval O<enp<30 MeV. The bulk of the cross
section, as measured by the width of the break -up peak at half maximum is, however,
more confined with l.O<enp"S12 MeV, and is largely independent of Ed. Based on this
criterion, the quantitative accuracy of the adiabatic method, as expressed in equation
(2), should improve markedly in going from 20 to 79 MeV.
There are two reservations, however, which must be expressed regarding this
conclusion. Underlying both is the fact that the transfer reaction amplitude, written
(3)
in the notation of [2], probes the three-body wavefunction at short distances in \r\ and
\R\. We have assumed above that the significant enp, and hence the n-p centre-of-mass
energies present in tp in the region of the target, are adequately represented by those
present in the asymptotic (\R\~oo) wavefunction and which determines the break-up
cross section. It is known however that the n-p break-up wavefunction is largest in the
vicinity of the nucleus becoming smaller asymptotically. In this sense much of the
breakup is virtual in that it never apears asymptotically [4]. The break-up and centre-
of-mass energies present in the wavefunction tp(r, R) in the vicinity of the target are
not easy to determine. In the Johnson-Soper adiabatic model such detailed energy
considerations are neglected and all break-up configurations are assumed to be
degenerate with a CM energy Ed (see equation (1)). This leads necessarily to an
overestimation of the break-up component of tpAD in the nuclear surface. However, by
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projecting the elastic and break-up components from the full adiabatic wavefunction
tpAD, the overestimated break-up component can be simply and smoothly suppressed
at the surface so as to simulate the missing phase averaging which would be present in
a more sophisticated calculation. Nevertheless, the disregard of the distribution of CM
energy components, made in the adiabatic model, is potentially of great importance,
particularly in the case of the present large-l (d, p) transfer reactions, which show
great sensitivity to the n-p centre-of-mass and outgoing proton momenta at the point
of transfer; this sensitivity is most clearly seen in the observed spin and j dependence
of the reaction [9]. A study of this effect, however, lies beyond the scope of the
Johnson-Soper model. We address here only the former surface behaviour effect.
These surface features of the adiabatic model are exhibited by calcuations in the
absence of nucleon-target spin-orbit interactions and in which the dominant 3S1
component of the deuteron ground state and 3S break-up states are included. For
simplicity therefore we work within this simplified model which, apart from the
neglect of the nucleon spin-orbit forces (whose effects on the cross section are not
large [8]), provides a qualitative description of the data [8,9].
In this limit tpAD can be expanded in the partial wave series
tp~~d(r, R) = 4Jr 2: iLxtD(r, R)/(k~) Y1A(kd) YLA(R)<p~d(r)
LA
(4)
where YLA is the spherical harmonic and <p~D(r) the deuteron ground state wave-
function. tpAD (r, R) above has been calculated for the d + 116Snsystem at 79 MeV
making use of the computer program ADIA of Thompson [11]. The neutron- and
OB
o 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0
R(fm)
Figure I. Moduli of the elastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain curve) components of
the full (full curve) adiabatic wavefunction for the L = 18 partial wave for the d + 116Sn
system at 79 MeV. The dotted curve shows the suppressed break-up component for the
choice R,,= 10 fm, a=O.5 fm.
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proton-target interactions (at 40 Me V) were taken from the global optical model
analysis of Bechetti and Greenlees [12]. The elastic and break-up components of the
partial wave components xtD(r, R) of 1/JADwere then projected using
(5)
xtU(r, R) = xtD(r, R) - X~!(R).
These elastic and break-up partial wavefunctions can now be summed individually
in the partial wave series, equation (4), to yield the full elastic 1/JcI and break-up
components 1/Jbu of 1/JAD.These are now introduced separately into the right-hand side
of the transfer reaction matrix element, equation (3), to give the elastic and break-up
contributions to the (d, p) amplitude Tdp• The transfer amplitude is calculated in the
zero-range approximation. Thus only the wavefunction at coincidence Irl= 0 is
required and is relevant to the following discussion. Our use of the zero-range
approximation is consistent with the assumption of a 'SI deuteron and'S break-up
states; in fact finite-range effects are relatively small [9] for these surface-dominated
large-l transitions. In figure 1 we plot the modulus of the full adiabatic wavefunction at
coincidence, XtD(O, R) (full curve) and its elastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain
curve) component, also at coincidence, for the case of the L = 18 n-p centre-of-mass
partial wave. The partial wave contribution to the (d, p) amplitude (the radial
integral) for the 117Sn(7/2+) transition is maximal in this partial wave [9]. The lack of
phase averaging, discussed earlier, is revealed by the constancy of l~ul at and beyond
the nuclear surface. To simulate, in a simple way, the effect of phase averaging in this
region we introduce a smooth radial cut-off in the break-up component according to
i7.U(r= 0, R) = {I + exp[(R - Rn)/an-Ix~.U(r = 0, R). (6)
The dotted curve in figure 1 demonstrates the effect of the cut-off on the modulus of
the break-up function for the choice of parameters Rn= 10 frn, a = 0.5 fm.
Transfer reaction calculations for the 1=4 I17Sn(d, p) transition were carried out
with and without the suppression factor for different Rn. The final-state interactions
for the proton and bound neutron were as tabulated in [8]. The percentage changes in
the calculated cross section angular distribution are shown in figure 2. Inspection of
the differences between the break-up wavefunctions of the adiabatic and more exact
calculations in the case of the d + 5HNisystem at similar energy (for example, figure 5
of [13]) suggests that we should not reduce R" below the value R,,= 10 fm in the
present 116Sncase. The effects of the surface suppression, for reasonable values of Rn,
are seen in fact to be very small for the reaction at 79 MeV. We can understand this by
reference to the calculated transfer reaction radial integrals and looking at the
contributions arising from the elastic and break-up components of the XtD as a
function of L. Figure 3 shows the moduli of the full radial integrals (full curve)
together with their elastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain curve) components
shown separately. The radial integrals plotted are the L = Lp + 4 overlaps connecting
the entrance (L) and final-state proton (Lp) partial waves for the 1=4 neutron
transfer. These radial integrals dominate the cross section [9]. While the break-up
parts of the radial integrals are very significant, and have the effect of increasing the L
space and surface localisation of the full reaction amplitude, the break-up amplitudes
peak at smaller orbital angular momenta than the elastic contributions. The properties
of the wavefunction in the extreme nuclear surface, primarily affecting partial waves
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Figure 2. Percentage deviations in the ""Sn(d, p) I17Sn(7/2 t, 0.71 MeV) reaction cross
section when the suppression factor is applied to the break-up wavefunction using
parameters R,,= II fm (broken curve) and Ru= 10fm (full curve) with a =0.5 fm.
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Figure 3. Radial integrals with L = Lp + 4 for the 117Sn(7/2 '. 0.71 MeV) transition. The
full. broken and chain curves show the radial integrals calculated with the full. clastic and
break-up components of the wavefunction, respectively.
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near L = 18, are seen to playa very minor role for the break-up contributions to the
(d, p) channel at these energies.
In the course of our analysis, we have also performed a near-side/far-side
decomposition of the (d, p) transition amplitude [9,14] for the 1=4 reaction under
study. While the far-side amplitude, which is well angular momentum matched, is
completely dominated by the elastic component of ljJAD, the near-side amplitudes due
to the elastic and break-up components are comparable; in fact the break-up
component is dominant for a range of outgoing proton angles. On the near side of the
nucleus, momentum and angular momentum matching within the adiabatic model are
poor, suppressing the near-side amplitude overall. Here in particular, relaxing the
assumed degeneracy of the n-p centre-of-mass energy in all break-up states could be
of great importance. The presence of lower energy components in the centre-of-mass
wavefunction would favour an increased near-side amplitude, as appears required by
the data [9]. This centre-of-mass energy sensitivity can and is presently being studied
within the generalised quasi-adiabatic formulation of break-up due to Amakawa et al
[15]. These results will be reported subsequently. Important in the context of the
present letter, however, is that the quasi-adiabatic formulation, like the original
Johnson-Soper formulation used here, also leads to a lack of phase averaging and
hence an enhanced surface break-up term. We have shown here that this inadequacy
is of no concern for quantitative calculations of transfer reaction observables at
medium energies.
The authors acknowledge many useful discussions with Professors R C Johnson and M
Kawai in connection with this analysis.
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Abstract. At low energies (==20 MeV) the Johnson-Soper adiabatic model for deuteron
break up is inaccurate when applied to transfer reaction calculations. The assumed
degeneracy of the n-p centre-of-mass energy in all break-up configurations results in a lack
of phase averaging and. in particular. an overestimation of the break-up component of the
entrance ehannel wave function ncar the nuclear surface, of most importance to transfer
reactions. This inadequacy of the break-up wavcfunction is studied quantitatively and
shown not to he significant for application of the adiabatic theory to the (d. p) reaction at
79 MeV incident deuteron energy.
Rawitscher r 1] and. more recently. Arnakawa and Austern [21 have demonstrated
that at low incident deuteron energies (=20 Me V) the Johnson-Soper adiabatic
prescription [3] provides a poor description of n-p break-up contributions to deuteron
stripping reaction cross sections when compared with the results of more exact
coupled channel calculations which use the discretised continuum technique [4-6].
This inadequacy is attributed. at least in part. to the fact that the adiabatic approxima-
tion overestimates the break-up component of the deuteron-nucleus wavefunction at
small n-p separations in the region of the nuclear surface (see. for example. figure 1 of
[2]). There are a number of reasons for doubting the quantitative accuracy of the
adiabatic approximation at such a low incident energy, not least the underlying
assumption of the adiabatic formulation that the break-up energies en" associated with
the n-p relative motion are small in comparison with the incident deuteron centre-of-
mass energy E". Calculations [5. 6] typically yield observable break-up channel effects
upon the elastic channel S-matrix elements and non-vanishing break-up cross sections
in those open channels with en" spanning the energy range 0-30 MeV. The extent of
this energy range. being driven primarily by the surface geometry of the nucleon-
Target interactions. shows little dependence upon the incident deuteron ~nergy.
Recently. extensive transfer reaction data for the II('Sn(d. p)117Sn ~!erll at medium
energy (79 MeV) have been obtained at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility [7].
Data for a number of transitions with different transferred neutron orbital angular
momentum I were measured and have subsequently been analysed within the
framework of the adiabatic model [8.9]. Data for the 117Sn(1/2+. gs) transition. an
1=0. highly angular-momentum-mismatched and more volume-dominated reaction.
are surprisingly well reproduced by the adiabatic calculations [8]. Data for the 1=4.
117Sn(7/2+. 0.71 MeV) transition, on the other hand, a well angular-momentum-
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matched and thus surface-dominated transition, are rather poorly reproduced by the
calculations [9].
The adiabatic approximation provides a very fast calculation of break-up effects
for the routine analysis of data and it is important therefore to understand the nature
of its shortcomings. Our aim in this letter is to obtain insight into the accuracy of the
adiabatic calculations for these targe-I transfer reactions at 79 MeV. In particular, we
address the relevance of the above-mentioned inaccuracy and overestimation of the
break-up wavefunction at and near the nuclear surface region for these surface-
dominated transitions.
The adiabatic wave equation for the n + p + target system can be written [3, 10]
(E + Cd - TR - Utr. R»ll!tl~d(r,R) = 0 (1)
in which r, the n-p separation vector, appears only as a parameter and not dynami-
cally. In equation (1), E is the total energy of the system, TR is the kinetic energy
operator in the n-p centre-of-mass coordinate (R) and Uir, R) is the sum of the
neutron- and proton-target effective interactions (optical potentials) applicable to
nucleon energies of one half of the incident deuteron energy. The deuteron-nucleus
Coulomb interaction is assumed to depend on R only so that Coulomb break-up
effects are ignored. The subscripts kd, ad, on !I! denote the incident deuteron
momentum and spin projection. In arriving at equation (I) we have replaced the n-p
relative motion Hamiltonian in the equation for the exact three-body wavefunction
'I'(r, R) [3] by - Cd, the deuteron ground-state energy. The assumption here is that the
most strongly populated break-up components of 1/1 have sufficiently small relative
energy enp that
(2)
As was noted earlier, the range of enp deduced using the angle-integrated break-up
cross section as a function of relative energy from discretised coupled channels
calculations [5,6] covers a broad interval 0<enp<30 MeV. The bulk of the cross
section, as measured by the width of the break-up peak at half maximum is, however,
more confined with 1.0<enp'iS 12 Me V, and is largely independent of Ed. Based on this
criterion, the quantitative accuracy of the adiabatic method, as expressed in equation
(2), should improve markedly in going from 20 to 79 MeV.
There are two reservations, however, which must be expressed regarding this
conclusion. Underlying both is the fact that the transfer reaction amplitude, written
(3)
in the notation of [2], probes the three-body wavefunction at short distances in Irl and
IRI. We have assumed above that the significant enp, and hence the n-p centre-of-mass
energies present in tjJ in the region of the target, are adequately represented by those
present in the asymptotic (IRI~oo) wavefunction and which determines the break-up
cross section. It is known however that the n-p break-up wavefunction is largest in the
vicinity of the nucleus becoming smaller asymptotically. In this sense much of the
breakup is virtual in that it never apears asymptotically [4]. The break-up and centre-
of-mass energies present in the wavefunction !p(r, R) in the vicinity of the target are
not easy to determine. In the Johnson-Soper adiabatic model such detailed energy
considerations are neglected and all break-up configurations are assumed to be
degenerate with a CM energy Ed (see equation (I». This leads necessarily to an
overestimation of the break-up component of !pAD in the nuclear surface. However, by
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projecting the elastic and break-up components from the full adiabatic wavefunction
IpAD. the overestimated break-up component can be simply and smoothly suppressed
at the surface so as to simulate the missing phase averaging which would be present in
a more sophisticated calculation. Nevertheless. the disregard of the distribution of CM
energy components. made in the adiabatic model. is potentially of great importance.
particularly in the case of the present large-I (d. p) transfer reactions. which show
great sensitivity to the n-p centre-of-mass and outgoing proton momenta at the point
of transfer: this sensitivity is most clearly seen in the observed spin and j dependence
of the reaction [9]. A study of this effect. however. lies beyond the scope of the
Johnson-Soper model. We address here only the former surface behaviour effect.
These surface features of the adiabatic model are exhibited by calcuations in the
absence of nucleon-target spin-orbit interactions and in which the dominant 's,
component of the deuteron ground state and 3S break-up states are included. For
simplicity therefore we work within this simplified model which. apart from the
neglect of the nucleon spin-orbit forces (whose effects on the cross section are not
large [8]). provides a qualitative description of the data [8.9].
In this limit 1/JAD can be expanded in the partial wave series
1/J:'I~'I(r. R) = 4:r 2: iLxtD(r. R)/(kdR) Y't,,(kd) Yr.,,(R)1>d"(r)
I."
(4)
where Yt_" is the spherical harmonic and 1>:jD(r) the deuteron ground state wave-
function. 1/JAr) (r, R) above has been calculated for the d + II~Sn system at 79 MeV
making use of the computer program ADIA of Thompson [11]. The neutron- and
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Flgure I. Moduli of the clastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain curve) components of
the full (full curve) adiabatic wavcfunction for the L= III partial wave for the d+ 1I('Sn
system at 79 MeV. The dotted curve shows the suppressed break-up component for the
choice R.,= 10 fm. a =0.5 fm.
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proton-target interactions (at 40 MeV) were taken from the global optical model
analysis of Bechetti and Greenlees [12). The clastic and break-up components of the
partial wave components xtD(r. R) of ,pAD were then projected using
x'i~(R) =I dr¢;j"(r)*:~D(r. R)¢;jd(r)
x7."(r, R) = xtD(r. R) - X'i~(R).
These elastic and break-up partial wavefunctions can now be summed individually
in the partial wave series, equation (4), to yield the full elastic V,e! and break-up
components V/'" of V,AD. These are now introduced separately into the right-hand side
of the transfer reaction matrix element, equation (3), to give the elastic and break-up
contributions to the (d, p) amplitude Tdp' The transfer amplitude is calculated in the
zero-range approximation. Thus only the wavefunction at coincidence Irl = 0 is
required and is relevant to the following discussion. Our use of the zero-range
approximation is consistent with the assumption of a .1S, deuteron and .1Sbreak-up
states; in fact finite-range effects are relatively small [9) for these surfaee-dominated
large-I transitions. In figure 1 we plot the modulus of the full adiabatic wavefunction at
coincidence, XtD(O, R) (full curve) and its elastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain
curve) component, also at coincidence, for the case of the L = 18 n-p centre-of-mass
partial wave. The partial wave contribution to the (d, p) amplitude (the radial
integral) for the 117Sn(7/2+) transition is maximal in this partial wave [9). The lack of
phase averaging, discussed earlier, is revealed by the constancy of Ix7." I at and beyond
the nuclear surface. To simulate, in a simple way. the effect of phase averaging in this
region we introduce a smooth radial cut-off in the break-up component according to
(5)
x7."(r= 0, R) = {I + exp[(R - Rn)lan-'x~."(r = 0, R). (6)
The dotted curve in figure 1 demonstrates the effect of the cut-off on the modulus of
the break-up function for the choice of parameters Rn= 10 frn, a = 0.5 fm.
Transfer reaction calculations for the 1=4 117Sn(d, p) transition were carried out
with and without the suppression factor for different Rn. The final-state interactions
for the proton and bound neutron were as tabulated in [8). The percentage changes in
the calculated cross section angular distribution are shown in figure 2. Inspection of
the differences between the break-up wavefunctions of the adiabatic and more exact
calculations in the case of the d + 5~Ni system at similar energy (for example, figure 5
of (13)) suggests that we should not reduce Rn below the value Rn = 10 fm in the
present IIhSn case. The effects of the surface suppression, for reasonable values of Rn,
are seen in fact to be very small for the reaction at 79 MeV. We can understand this by
reference to the calculated transfer reaction radial integrals and looking at the
contributions arising from the elastic and break-up components of the XtD as a
function of L. Figure 3 shows the moduli of the full radial integrals (full curve)
together with their elastic (broken curve) and break-up (chain curve) components
shown separately. The radial integrals plotted are the L = L; + 4 overlaps connecting
the entrance (L) and final-state proton (Lp) partial waves for the 1=4 neutron
transfer. These radial integrals dominate the cross section [9). While the break-up
parts of the radial integrals are very significant, and have the effect of increasing the L
space and surface localisation of the full reaction amplitude, the break-up amplitudes
peak at smaller orbital angular momenta than the elastic contributions. The properties
of the wavefunction in the extreme nuclear surface, primarily affecting partial waves
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Fil:urc2. Percentage deviations in the 'II'Sn(o. p) 117Sn(7/2' ,O.711vt.:V) reaction cross
section when the suppression factor is applied to the break-up wavcfunction using
parameters RII= II fm (broken curve) and RII= 10 I'm (full curve) with II=0.5 I'm.
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Figure 3. Radial integrals with L = L" + 4 fur the 117Sn(712' .0.71 MeV) transition. The
full. broken and chain curves show tho: radial integrals calculated with the full. clastic and
break-up components of the wavdunction. respectively.
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near L = 18, are seen to playa very minor role for the break-up contributions to the
(d, p) channel at these energies.
In the course of our analysis, we have also performed a near-side/far-side
decomposition of the (d, p) transition amplitude [9,14) for the 1=4 reaction under
study. While the far-side amplitude, which is well angular momentum matched, is
completely dominated by the elastic component of ljJAI>, the near-side amplitudes due
to the elastic and break-up components are comparable; in fact the break-up
component is dominant for a range of outgoing proton angles. On the near side of the
nucleus, momentum and angular momentum matching within the adiabatic model are
poor, suppressing the near-side amplitude overall. Here in particular, relaxing the
assumed degeneracy of the n-p centre-of-mass energy in all break-up states could be
of great importance. The presence of lower energy components in the centre-of-mass
wavefunction would favour an increased near-side amplitude, as appears required by
the data [9). This centre-of-mass energy sensitivity can and is presently being studied
within the generalised quasi-adiabatic formulation of break-up due to Arnukawa et al
(15). These results will be reported subsequently. Important in the context of the
present letter, however, is that the quasi-adiabatic formulation, like the original
Johnson-Soper formulation used here, also leads to a lack of phase averaging and
hence an enhanced surface break-up term. We have shown here that this inadequacy
is of no concern for quantitative calculations of transfer reaction observables at
medium energies.
The authors acknowledge many useful discussions with Professors RC Johnson and M
Kawai in connection with this analysis.
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